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Abstract 
In this monograph, we develop a subclass of variable codlil·ient m•Lllistt-p ( \'t '\1) 
methods, which is A-contractive. 
\Ve introduce a set of simplifying conditions to relate VC'l\l mdhnds In the• 
Fade approximants of the exponential function cxp(:: ). We then JHOI"Pt'd w!th tl~t· 
construction or 1e arbitrary order, A-contractive, variable slepsize VCM ml'thmls . 
Both linearly implicit and fully implicit families arc considered. 
The convergence properties of VCM methods are discussed in dt<Lpter :1. W(• 
show the stiff-independent convergence for VCM methods on general nonliuc•ar dis-
sipative problems. We also demonstrate convergence of VCM methods 'Tflwn applic•cl 
to singular perturbation problems with the convergence hcing inrlcpt!IHh·nl of t.l1t· 
perturbation parameter. 
Finally, in chapter 4 we report on a set of numerical experiments with fourth 
and fifth order linearly implicit and fully implicit r:ncthods. 
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Chapter 1 
Preliminaries 
1.1 Initial value problen1s and the concept of 
stiffness 
The mathematical modelling of many problems in physics, t·n~inet•rin~. rlwrui~t.ry, 




= f(.r . .'/ ). !J(.ro) == Yo ( I . I. I ) 
where .r E R. !J E R11 and J : R x Rn __. R'' . For J continuous in .r, a suffirit•nt. crmdition 
to ensure (1.1.1) has a unique solution is the following Lipschitz condition: 
lf(l'.Ji)- J(.r. u)l $ Ll.ri- !fl. for all ,tj. !J "= R" and l.r - r,, j · ,\ (I . I . ~ } 
There have been many studies on the numerical methods to sulve initi;Ll valnt· prnh-
lems as described above. Among all initial vah:.e problems, the da.ss qf ~u-ca!J,!d 
"stiff" initial value problems commands more attention from numerical analysts. 
Nowadays, the most popular methods for computing solutions of stiff prqhJems ;w~ 
implicit BDF {Backward Difference Formula) methods (see for example, GeM ( l!J7l ), 
1 
Lamlwrt 1 ~J91)), which in part involve computing solutions to nonlinear sys terns of 
••quali•ms at Pach step of the computation. 
w,. will develop a. su bcla.ss of variable coefficient multistep methods that deals 
with ~tiff ness. For the numerical solution of ( 1.1.1) we shall deal with finite difference 
t•quations solved in a. step-by-step fashion. Only an approxima~ion y,, to the solution 
.'1 <tl grid points .r" is produced. These gdd points are defined by .r" == .r,,_ 1-<;-h,, (l ~ 
11 ·- .\') where the numbers h,, > 0 are the stepsizes and .rs =h. If all stepsizes are 
~~qual , say h,, = h ( 1 ::; n ~ .\') the grid { .r11 } is said to be uniform. 
During the numerical integration errors will inadvertently be introduced. Such 
errors are mainly caused by replacing the differential eq11ation with a difference 
t'I!Halion, which account for so-called local discretization errors. Errors will also be 
introduced in the computation by virtue of the computer arithmetic. We should 
a.lways make efforts to keep these local errors smaU when integrating a differential 
equation. For example, if we have two sequences {!j 11 • !In} satisfying the same dif-
ft·rence equation for different initial values, we would like to know whether l.ii,L- y,1 j 
remains small for all 11 when l.'i•l - .'Jol is so. Furthermore, we would like to know 
whether the global error !y(.r 11 ) -.'In! remains small. 
We consider the following simple illustration problem from Hundsdorfer (1984). 
Example 1.1.1 Consider solving 
y' = ,\y. ,\:::: -106 • y(.ro) =Yo# 0 
using Euler's method, which on y':; f(y) reads 
Yn = YtL-1 + lzf(Yn-1 ). (1 :S n ~ N) (1.1.3) 
Assuming ''n-t is exact. one can easily show that the error lwt wet•n t•Xal"t an ti !Ill· 
rnerical solution would be 
I I I ' \ ' ( ,- "( ) ,-.· _,, lf .l' , )-1111 =-1/ ~" =-- f· ' '', 
. ' 2 . 2 .r ,1-1 ~ ~" ·..:. .r,l . 
Away from .r = .r0 where the solution becomes quite smooth , the t•rror teru t ahnvl' 
suggests small errors even with relatively large values of h. Morcon.•r, Wt' alrl'ad v 
know this problem is t'OTifrnl'/it•r, that is 
!!f(.rn +h)- !i( .r,, +h)' < !y(.ru)- ,li(.r,,)l 
for anj· h > 0 and any two solutions y(.r,, ) . .'i{ .r 11 ) of the differential t.•quat.ion. Sub-
stituting f(y) = ,\y into (1.1.3) and solving the resulting difference eqtHltiou ~ivP:; 
1~11 ~ v 
for the problem y' = ,\y whose exact solution is y(t) = ' .\1 ,1111 • For two sequences l)f 
approximations computed with different starting values _1j0, ,1/o, we have 
1 ::; (/ : .v. 
Wh<:n h).. is large, as would be the case with say h = to-·', then 11 + h,\1 ::::: lfJ1• 
Assuming a uruform grid, .V = ll - 1 = 10:1, and we thus have the unfavorable result 
which does not correspond with the behavior of the exact solution. For this example, 
Euler' s method preserves the problems' contractivity property only if 0 < h. ,... Hr ''; 
a severe restriction in light of considerations based only on the error term. 
When ernpl(Jying the backward Euler method, i.e. 
!f,, =.'Jr, -1 +hf(y,.) 
from which .ri,1 - y,. = (1- h,\)-"(!io- Yo) is obtained , and therefore 
l:Sn:S.Y 
for aU step sizes h > 0. This is a completely different behavior compared with result 
by the explicit Euler method. The latter compares favorably with the behavior of 
the exact solution. 
Stiffness in a differential system is the combination of many factors, such as the 
maximal eigenvalue, the ratio of the maximal and minimal eigenvalues of Jacobian 
matrix off( .r. y ), the integration interval. It is difficult to give a completely satisfy-
ing definition for there are many facets to the concept of stiff differential equations. 
The most important common feature is that when such equations are being solved 
with standard numerical methods (e.g., the Adams' methods), the step size h is 
forced to be extremely small in order to maintain stability - and far smaller than 
would appear to be necessary based on a consideration of the truncation error alone. 
For our purposes, we employ a definition from Shampine and Gear (1979, p.2): 
" By a ,.;/iff problfln u•c mean one for ll'lzich 110 solution component is 
un . .;fahlr (110 rignwaluc of thr Jacobian rnatri.:c has a real part which is 
a/ all largr and po..,itit'c) and at lra.'it $OT11f comporunt is very stable (at 
/nz . .;f one cigrnrmlur has a real part which is large and ncgativr) . Further, 
liT ll'ill 11ot call a problrm stiff unlrss its solution is slowly t•arying with 
pmiJ/t rn /1/ll_l/ br . ;fijffor· . .;nmt illft n ·af., and no/ ji11' nf/11 r.• . " 
Lambert (1991, p.2li-221) also gives the following dtarad.eristks for a stiff pn,hlt·tn: 
"1) all tfs r·igrnl'fllru . .; hat•f· lllfflllil't rraltJarf.,· tt.d tlu · ·''zlTnt-'-' m lto i., 
lar.tJr . 
.!) .'ilabilily rrquirrmt ·nf . .:;, rathn· than !host· of tU't'lll'l!r' !/. t 'o n . .;/rttnr tltr 
... trplrnglh. 
:,') ,.;omr t '0111JHHICI/t.-; of lhr .wJ/uliorr tit-l'tly 111/ll'h 1//0I't I'I!JIIIIl,llilrllll oflrt·/'.'· 
.{) in a gir•r11 iTitfl'l'al. thr nrighbourill!/ ..;o/uliorr t ' lll'l't ".' ''l'P"'Htl'lt l/11 
,.;;o/utinn t'lll'llf at a ratr rl'hit·h is ,,, ry /tLrgr in t'OTIIfm.l'ison u•ilh llrt mlr 
at ll'hir·h thr :wlution t.'nrin> in that inlrn•al. " 
1.2 The one-sided Lipschitz condition and the 
logarithmic norm 
For the stability analysis as well as for existence and uniqueness of solution, it is 
often assumed that the function J appearing in the right-hand side of the difrercntial 
equation satisfies a Lipschitz condition ( 1.1.2) which implies 
for any two solutions !j. y of the differential equation. There cx..ists a rather sa.tis· 
factory theory by means of wh.ich one can predict how well a numerical scheme will 
approximate the exact solution y of (1.1.1) provided that the product J:!. b not too 
large and h L is sufficiently small. 
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Many results concerning the stability, convergence and solvability of numerical 
methods for initial value problems are based on h L small . it is clear this condition 
is not practical for dealing with stiffness because stiff problems ttsually involve large 
values for /.. So we turn our attention to the one-sided Lipschitz condition and 
the notion of logarithmic matrix norm to improve our analysis. On R71 let < ·. · > 
he a.n inner product and II · II the corresponding inner product norm defined by 
Jltt IIJ:=< 11. rt >. Let .\/. C R71 be a convex region on which the function f(.r.y) 
can be regarded as a function of y only. 
Definition 1.2.1 The function f(.r.y) and the system y' 
satisfy a ollt·.'iitlul Lip-"l'hil:: m11ditirm if 
J(.r.y) are said to 
< f(.r . .'1)- f( .r .. rj). !I - !i > ~ l' (.r) II .II- .0 11 1 ( 1.2.2) 
holds for all y. Ji E .\/ r and for a ~ J.' ~ b. The function v( .r) is called an one-sided 
Lipschitz constant. 
It is important to note that 11(.r.) need not be restricted to being positive. If f(.r.y) 
satisfies a Lipschitz condition, then it satisfies a one-sided Lipschitz condition. This 
can be seen from 
< /(.r.y)- f(.r.,tj),y- !i >S llf(.r.y)- f(.r,.Q)II · IIY- Yll :=:;LilY- .YWZ · 
Let y( .r ), .ri( .r. ) • .r E [.• 0 , .r] , be any two solutions of y' = f( .x, y) with initial values 
.'Jo. lio. !In f. Yo· We introduce the function 
~(.r) :=ii fj(.r)- y(.x) 11 2 . 
We have 
~(.r) 2 < y(.r.) - y(.x), y(.x)- y(.r) >, 
and when ( 1.2.2) holds, it follows that t.(l then s<itisties the cliffl'rl'ntinl inequalit.y 
.r· ~ (.rn . .r]. 
Multiplication of both sides with the integmting fal'tL)r 
'l' ") = ex.p{-2.{: u(r)dr) 
gives 
~ ( .r) 17( .r) + 1~( .r) ri( .r) ::_: 0 
which in turn leads to the inequality 
d 
-1 [tl-(.r)rl(.r)] ::;: D. r .r 
This means that ~(.r )rJ(.r) decreases monotonically for .r r.: [.r11 , .T·]. So wt• ha.vt·, 
( l.:!.:l) 
for all .r 1 • • r l satisfying .r0 ~ .r 1 ~ .r l ~ .r. Thus if 11(.r} ::: 0 on [.r 11 , .rj, we see thnt 
the true solution toy'= f(.~: , y) bears a contractivity property with resped to the 
norm in use, that is, from {1.2.3) we see that with 11(J·) nonpositivc 
II fi(.r ·z)- y(.r.l) ll::;ll.ri(.rt)- y(.rt) II· (l.~A) 
An initial value problem with this property is normally referred to as being rli.-.sifm· 
tim;. 
The results concerning the one sided-Lipschitz condition are based on the norms 
derived from inner products. Dahlquist (19.59) further in!.roduced the logarithmic 
matrix norm which is not restricted to the inner product norms. Contractivity 
results can then be obtained for arbitrary norms on R11 and they are related closely 
to the one-sided Lipschitz condition. 
8 
Ddinitior1 1.2.2 The loftllritlnuif' no/'1/J ft[:\ ] of a square matrix .·1 is defined by 
[ '\]·- li 111+6:1 II -1 ;r.. .- m I\ 
L::.-nt w 
( 1.2.5) 
where I is the identity matrix and 6. E R. 
Note that fl[t\] is well defined since the above limit exists for all norms. For the 
norms II · ll1. II · lb and II · II . ., on R11 , the fomulae to compute the corresponding 
log;uithmic norm are as following, 
ftdA] m
1
ax(aJJ + L la,11). 
r#J 
I'~ [ :\] \n.-.x (A ~AT) • 
Jl .,,[:\] - max( au+ L lai1 l) · 
I J# 
The logarithmic norm is also useful tool in studying the con tractivity of two 
solutions . The following theorem was derived by Dahlquist (1959): 
Them·em 1.2.3 Ld II · II be a gil'cn norm. Lrt 11{-r) be a pic{'('wisc l'onfiuuorL8 
fundion .•nu·h thai 
for all .r E [a, b], lJ E M.r . 
rl1111, for· t/11,11 lrt'O ,.,ofutioll-" y(.l·),~(.r·) of y' = f(.r , y) .'iali.,;;fyin_q initial conditions 
.'/(.ro) = 'I· .ri(.ro) = 1j, 17 f. ~. 
1rz II fj( .r·z)- y(.r:z) lis; exp( 11(r)tlT) II fj(.rt)- y(.rt) II , .... 
We can also see the close connection between the 01lt•-sidt•d Lipsrhit.:t. rnullit.ioll 
for inner product norms and the logarithmic rnatrix norm from the fnllnwin~ l('I\Ltwt 
of Hundsdorfer (1984) (see also Hairer & Wanner (l9HI.p.utn). 
Lenuna 1.2.4 Lr! /) C R'l In opt 11 1111d r'ollt 't.r, 1111d lrl '' \~ B. .'l'u/1/HISt f '·' 
dijJt' I'( I// ia blt Oil n. Th r II 
Elf< .f(.r.Ji)- f(.r.y). !i -y > S '' \l.'i- .II 11·~. ji 1/' II II ( ,/' . .ri). (.I'. ,II ) 1-: I~ . /). 
if and only if 
for all (.r. y) 1:: R •. /). 
We have seen that the one-sided Lipschitz condition or logitrith mic matrix norm 
ensure the dissipativity of the problem y' = f( .1'. y ). The classical Lipsdtitz rnnditio11 
cannot do this. Look at the simple examples !!' = y ancl !/ = -,11, both have Ow 
same Lipschitz constant +1, but the solution of the second is clissipa.tive while t.lw 
first is not. 
1.3 Classical linear multistep tnethods 
The standard form of a linear multistep method is 
k k 
L: O;!Jn+J = h L /'JJfll+J• u~ 2: 1) {t.:J.l) 
J=O 1 ~o 
where h = .r,t- .c11 _ 1, 11 == 1, 2, ... , ]1 = f(:r:J, !jj), .~:1 = x0 + jh., y,. is the numerical 
approximation to y(.r 11 ) and nh ('i 1 are com~tants subject to the conditions 
Ok = 1, lnol + lf:lnl =f 0. 
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More precisely, ( 1.3.1) is called linear ~·-step method because !J11tk is computed 
from the da.ta y,. . .'J,,+ 1, . .... IJ11H-I. The methods are distinguished between explicit 
(.-It_. = 0) and implicit (;h =I 0). An implicit sc~eme necessarily involves solving a 
nonlinear system of equations at each .r11+b n ~ 0. 
As the numerical solution of a multistep method does not depend only on the ini-
tia.l value problem ( 1.1.1) but also on the choice of the starting values {y1 • .112· ...• .1/k - t}, 
we introduce the following definitions following closely Hairer, N¢rsett & Wanner 
{1!)87). 
Definition 1.3.1 The lril'al ri'I'OI' of the multistep method (1.3.1) is defined by 
LE := .IJ(.rk)- Yk 
where y(.r) is the exact solution of y' = J(.r. y), y(.to) = y0 and !JJ.: is the numerical 
solution obtained from ( 1.3.1) by using the exact starting values .'/J = y(.1:J) for 
.i = 0. 1 ..... ~· - 1. 
Now associate with ( 1.3.1) the linear differential operator L defined by 
J.: 
L(y, .r, h) := L [n1 y(.r. + jh)- h.d1 y'(.c + jh)]. 
;=0 
Definition 1.3.2 The multistep method (1.3.1) is said to be of order p, if one of 
t.he following two conditions is satisfied: 
1) for all sufficiently regular functions y(.r), we have L(y~.r, h)= O(h.r+ t ); 
2) the local error of ( 1.3.1) is 0( hP+ 1) for all sufficiently regular differential equations 
(1.1.1). 
1 I 
We define the first and second characteristic polynomials of ( l.:t.l) hy 
k ~· 
p(() := L n 1C. (T( () := 2: ·1i' 
t=ll .t=ll 
where ( E C is a dummy variable. Now the linear multistep mt'l.hod ( 1.:1.1) cau lH' 
written in the form 
p( E)y, = htT( l:')f,. 
where E is the forward shift operator defined by 
EF I, 'n := "u+l" /., ~ j;' • - /•'( /·' f;' ) - /·' t J ll .- "' ..1 " - ll f'l • c c. 
Theorem 1.:~.3 (Hairer & N¢rsett & Wanner 1987) Thl' lllltl!isltp IIJtl!wtl ( / . :J.I) 
i8 of order Jl. if all.d only if Ollt' of lhr folloll'ill.l/ 1 qttit•tzll'lil mndilioiiH is .-.;a/isjit d: 
1: k 
I) L Oj) 111 - 111 L ;1.~)"'-\ = 0 for 111 = L, ... , Jl. 
J=U J=O 
:J) p( eh) - hfl( e11 ) = 0( h1+ 1) for h. -t 0. 
,'J) p((~ - fl(() = 0(((- 1)") for ( -t 1. 
log~ 
For a given numerical method, we are concerned about not only its convergence 
but also the speed of convergence. We introduce the following not<Ltion for conve-
nience, given .r and h such that .r ~ .ro = 11. is a fixed integer, denote the numerical 
/. 
solution: 
when .r - .r0 = nh. 
A minimal requirement would be that !Jh(.c) converges to the exact solution y(.1:) as 
h -t 0. Furthermore, when J is smooth, it is natural to expect the rate of conv1!r-
gence to be roughly comparable to the order of the method. Let/) .:::: {(.r,y)l.r r-: 
12 
f.r11, .1: ].II y( .r) - !J II::; !J} where y( .1'} is the exact solution of ( 1.1.1} and b is sorne 
positive numher. 
Defiuit.ion t.:J.4 (Convergence) The linear multistep method (1.3.1) is called con-
,,,,.fl'"'' if for all initial value problems (1.1.1) satisfying the Lipschitz condition 
( L.l. 2) on /) and f is continuous on f), 
y(.r) - !/h(.r) - 0 for h. - 0, .t E [.t'o .. EJ 
whenever the starting values satisfy 
.'1 ( .r o + j h) - y h( .1:o + j h) - 0 for h - 0, j = 0. 1 ..... ~· - 1 . 
Method ( 1.3.1) is convergent of order p, if for any problem ( 1.1.1) with f sufficiently 
differentiable, there exists a positive h0 such that 
II !J(.r)- .'/!t(.r) 11:5 (.'hP for h $ ho 
whenever the starting values satisfy 
II y(.rn + j h)- ,1/J.(.ro + jh) II$ CohP for h $ h0 , j = 0, 1, . ,., k - 1. 
We assume that a unique solution of (1.1.1) exits on [.r0 , .r] . 
Definition 1.3.5 The multistep method (1.3.1) is said to be con8istcnt if, for all 
initial value ,.roblems satisfying Lipschitz condition (1.1.2), 
lim -1
1 L(!J .. r,h) = 0, h-o 1 x = .r0 + nh. 
Definition 1.3.6 The multistep method ( 1.:u) i~ said to be :t ro-.,faf,J, if, for itll 
initial value problems satisfying Lipschitz condition (1.1.:!), there t•xist. rnnst.wt.s J, 
and h0 such that 
for all .ru $ .F and all h E (0. ho ), where ,1/ 11 , !i, are two numcril'al solutions. 
Dahlquist (1956) was the first to find the equivalency of consistcney, zt•ro-stahlt• allll 
convergence. 
Theorem 1.3. 7 Nt't'r·ssary and suj/i('i('n/ t·rmditiolls fortin ltllllli:-:lt'filtl' !hod ( / .. i.l) 
lo !Jf t'OTWCI'fJCTLl arr !hal illlf· both t'011.-;i.-;lrnl cwd ;;rro-... tublt ·. 
The most popular convergent multistep methods are Adams methods a.nd BD I" 
methods. These methods have a long history and are efficient in integmt.in~ «lill'«!r-
ential equations. Adams methods are derived through numerical inlPgration from 
the identity 
! .r,.+k !J(.tntd = !J(J'n+k- d + !1 1(/)tlf . 
• .l:tt+k-1 
Replace y'(.c) by J(:r, y) and deal with the integrat-ion term by polyrwruial inl.<~rpo-
lation at 




Yntk = .'lntk-1 + h 2: ~I; '\71 J,t+k-1 
; =0 
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The following implicit Adams-Moulton method 
1: 
.'"'+k = .'/n+k-1 + h L 1; V 1 fntk 
J=ll 
wlwre 
~/ = ( - 1 )J . . """ 11 (-" + 1) J () J 
can he obtained similarly but with the interpolation at 
(.r". J,.), (.r,1+l, futl ). · · · · (.rn+k· futk ). 




Backward Differentiation Formulae (BDF) have the form 
k 
L 0 1 .'Jn+i = hrhfn+k. 
;=0 
(1.3.3) 
Adams methods are based on numerical integration whereas BDF methods are based 
on numerical differentiation of a given function. Assume that the approximations 
y,. •... •lln+k-l to the exact solution of(l.l.l) are known. We consider the polynomial 
tf(.r) which interpolates the values {(.ri,,lfl)li = n, . . .. n + k -1} to detive a formula 
for .1/r•+k· Express this polynomial in form of backward differences, that is, 
k (-.'1 + 1) . q(.r) = q(.rn + .~h)= L(-1)1 . . 6 1 Yntk 
J=O ) 
The unknown value .1/n+l; will now be determined in st11..·h a way that. t.he pnlynnmial 
tt(.r) satisfies the differential equation at at l('ast ont• grid-point, i.l'., 
When ,. = 0, we obtain the implicit formula 
(J.:l..l) 
For ~· = 1, 2 ..... 6, BDF methods are convergent and zcrn-stahle. Wt• list BDF 
coefficients as follow: 
~· = 1., 
1.· = 2, 
.~· = 3. 
~· = 4. 
~· = 5. 
.'111+l - .1/u = fr f"+l 
:. l I I. +:jllu+l - !,.'lu = I . ~<+<• 
1.4 A-stability and A-contractivity 
For integrating stiff problems, one cannot he satisfied with the zero-stability Rnd 
convergence which requires the product of stepsize and Lipschitz constant IH: kPpt 
small. In the 1950's, people began noting inefficiencies when integmting srmu~ proh-
lems despite using convergent methods. Dahlquist ( 196:1) formalized the fltltinn of 
A-stability for dealing with stiffness and provided several im porta.nt eontrilm titms 
in this subject area. 
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Consider nnce again the linear equation 
Ur (-\) :'5: 0. (1.4.1) 
Apply (1.:~.1) tn (1.4.1), we get a difference equation 
k k 
2::: "Jli"+J =h ... \ 2:: ·',~!/,.+.1· {1.4 .2) 
J=!J 
whose characteristic equation is 
a(() -ftp(() = 0. fl :=h ... \ 
So the stability region of{l.3.1) can be regarded as the following set inC 
wlwre ((I') a.rc the roots of the characterisl.ic equation. The solution of the difference 
t•qua.t.ion ( 1.4 .2) is bounded when 1({/t)l < 1. 
Generally, we can define the stability region of a numerical method to be the set 
me 
,..,. :==- {It ~:. C: the numerical approximation to {1.4.1) are bounded for arbitrary 11} 
wht•rc I' = h ,\, .\ is a complex constant and h is the stepsize used to get the approx-
imation. 
Definit.ion 1.4.1 (A-stability) A numerical method is said to be A-.o;fablc if all 
tllliiH:> ril'al approximations are bounded for arbitrary n when it is applied to the test 
t•quation (1.4.1) with a fixed positive hand a (complex) constant...\ with a negative 
real part. i.e., .• .. ; :l C _. 
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Figure 1.4.1: A( o )-stability region nn II ,\ plant· 
Theorem 1.4 .2 (Dahlquist barrier) :ln .-\-.<·dnblt lintrJr lllu!li . .,ft·p ,,/fwd ( ! . ./.! ) 
f/Jilsl br of orrlrr f1 ::; 2. Flll'llu rmort ·. 1111 il-.-;/ab!t· lllllllt,.;ltfl 1111/hot! t 'tlllllfll lu 
1 .rplicil . 
This restrictive result indicates that if linear multistep rnelhods are to lu: IISI'!l, 
the requirement of A-stability has to be relaxed. Widluncl ( LH67) ddined A( n )· 
stability as follows: 
Definition 1.4.3 (A(n)-stability) A numerical method is caUccl ;\(n)-.-./ohlf, for 
some 0 < n < ~,if all numerical approximations to ( 1.4.1) are bounded frJr arbitrtLry 
11 with h fixed and ,\ satisfying lar_rJ( - -\)I < n , !At f= 0. i.e., 
A typical region of A( n )-stability is shown in Figure 1.4. 1. When n --
A-stability. 
!:.. 1 WI! lliLVI! J. 
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Figure 1.4.2: Stiff-stability region on h). plane 
An alternative weakening of A-stability was introduced by Gear ( 1969): 
Ddlnit.ion 1.4.4 (Stiff-stability) The method (1.3.1) is called .<;/lj}ly-8/ab/c if S' :) 
{ 11 : Ht·(l') < - /)} for some /) > 0 and that the method is accurate in a rectangle 
- D:::; Re(fl) :::; a, 
fur some 0. a > 0. 
A typical region of stiff-stability is shown in Figure 1.4.2. 
The region of absolute stability of the Adams-Moulton methods, though reason-
ably sized, turn out to be inadequate to cope with the problem of s tiffness, where 
stability rather than accuracy is paramount. A class of implicit linear k-step meth-
ods with regions of absolute stability large enough to make them relevant to the 
problem of stiffness is the class of Backward Differentiation Formulae {1.3.3). BDF 
met hods are widely used for the integration of stiff differential equations. They 
I \l 
Table 1.4.1: Angles of A( n )-stability for B D F methods 
k 1 2 :3 4 5 6 
n 90° 90° 88° 73° .12" Hl" 
were introduced by Curtiss and Hirschfelder ( l052) . For /.· = 1. 2, BDF ult•t.hlllls arc· 
A-stable and for 3 :5 1.· :::;; 6, BDF methods are A(n )-stable and the corrt'SJHliHiin~ 
o values are shown in Table 1.4.1. 
Nevanlinna & Liniger (1978, 1979) point out however that in t.hc cunt.ext of a 
variable step length method, A-contractivity may be a mort> appropriate property 
than A-stability. Let 
Definition 1.4.5 A multistep method is called A-contractive if 
for all 11 2 0 
when the method is applied to test equation ( 1.4.1 ). 
Clearly, contractivity of a method at :; implies stability at .::; if a method is A-
contractive, then, by induction, II .'}11 II:::; II !Ju II for all 11, i.e., the discrete snlutions of 
the test equation computed by such a method are globally non-increasing whereas 
those generated by a stable method which is not contractive may grow, buundedly. 
In the variable step size case, stability is more difficult to characterize. St1lhility is 
a global property, while contractivity is a local property. So conlmctivity Tl!Sillls 
as opposed to A-stability results are easier to generalize t() time-dependent and 
nonlinear systems, or to discrete solutions computed with variable steps. By virttu: 
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of Dahlquist's order barriP.r theorem, there exist no linear multistep method of order 
I' ~ 2 which are A-contractive and an explicit linear multistep method cannot be 
A-contractive. 
1.5 Variable stepsize multistep tnethods 
For reasons of efficiency one needs to be able to change the stepsize as the integration 
proceeds. There are two basic methods to do this. The first is to interpolate the 
previously calculated back points and use this to determine the new hack points at 
a new uniform grid spacing. The main problem with this method is that frequent 
changes in the stepsize may cause instability in the calculated solution . The second 
method is to allow the stepsize to vary and maintain the proper order by adjusting 
the coefficients in the multistep method. This method is generally superior to the 
first method in terms of stability. There is no reason to expect those important 
results (such as stability, convergence) derived for fixed stepsize, still to hold when 
a stcpsize change is in effect. So we need to reconsider the stability and convergence 
properties of a method during the step size changing. 
Gear & Tu (1974) study convergence and stability of variable stepsize multistep 
methods. In general, let h1 = .r 11+J - .1' , +;-l , j = 1, 2, .. . , k. Now the coefficients 
n,. di of multistep methods ( 1.3.1) depend on hi. For high order methods, the 
coefficients become complicated and difficult to analyze, since 1.: is large. So they 
conside r simultaneously another strategy for variable stepsize multistep methods. 
Namely, for 1..· step methods, keep h fixed for at least k - 1 consecutive steps. Let 
r := hzlh 1 and for ll E {1. . . .. ~· -1}, let 
j = 1. .. . . ~· - u; 
.l'lltJ - .l'lltJ-1 = ~~~. j = /,•- II+ 1, · . .. ~·. 
Results by Gear & Tu (1974) and Gear & Watanabe (1974) show t.hat. a variitb)e st.ep-
size variable order algorithm based on Adams-Bashforth-Mottlton (A [Jl\1) mt'thucl 
with step-changing achieved by a variable coefficient technique is always zero-slilble 
and convergent. Calvo & Lis bona & Montijano ( 1987) obtained zero-stability under 
the condition the step ratio r :S r·j. for !.·-order BDF method with 
r·; = 3.0. 1 ':~ = 2.781, r.; = 1.971. r;, = 1.681, r ·,~ = l,;H2. 
These bounds are for keeping stepsize fixed at least ~· steps. The bounds a.re m11rh 
smaller when stepsize changes are allowed at every step. Obtaining an upper houncl 
r for step ratios of zero-stable and convergence methods is the underlying iclea in 
Gear & Tu (1974), Grigorieff (1983) and Skeel & Jackson (198:1). 
Moreover, Rockswold (1988) points out that the BDF methods do not necessar-
ily remain zero-stable (even for a fixed order) when the stepsize is varied. When 
changing the stepsize, the region of absolute stability of a. BDl." method decrenscs 
according to a rule dependent on stepsize ratios h, f 11 11 _ 1• He gives the A{ 1 ~) - stability 
region with varying r for BDF and so-called n-type methods (sec table t.5.1 ). 
1.6 Results about Pade approximations and ma-
trix functions 
In the analysis of stability and contractivity of numerical metho(~: for ODE's, the 
Pade approximation to the exponential function c= plays a pivotal role. A Padc ap-
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Table 1.5.1: Angles of A( rt )-stability for variable stepsize BDF methods 
BDF -2 ,. o . .s 1 l..S 2 2.5 
n goo goo 76° 52° 
BDF -3 ,. 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 
0 goo 86° 26° 
BDF -4 ,. 0.5 1 1.1 1.15 2 
()' goo 730 55° 4T' 
A dash means no positive value for 0'. r = h2 /h 1• 
proxhnnnt to a function .f is defined by a rational function [m/ n ]( .: ) := Pm (:: )/ Q,,(.: ), 
wht•re l},a and (J, are polynomials of order m and 11 respectively, satisfying 
The Pade approx.imantions to the exponential function e ~ is well-known and bears 
a good number of important properties. The following explicit representation is in 
Perron (1913). More accessible references are Baker & Graves-Morris (1981, p .8-14) 
and Butcher {1987, p.75). 
Lemma 1.6.1 The [111/n] mrmbrr of /he Padr table jo1· the c.rpoll rntial f unct ion e= 
I'm(::) m 1( + ')1 """" m. m 11 - t . _i £- ( )1 '1( ')1- , 
1, 0 111 + 11 .l. 111- I , 
II I( + t')l = L n. m n - . ( - - )i 
•=U (m + n)!i!(H- i)! - · 
In the stability analysis of most numerical methods for initial vahtt' prnhlt•ms 
applied to the linear test equation y' = :\y, wlwre A is an 11 ' 11 matrix, nne (lt·ri\'t's 
recursion relations of the form 
where each oi(.:) is a polynomial. The size of the ratios f.'•"(/1 :1)-'.;,,(/i:l) becomt•s 
important and these rational functions furthermore tend to be intrinsimlly linked to 
rational approximants of the natural exponential. We give the following t.wo results 
pertaining to this issue and these will later play an important role in our analysis. 
Lemma 1.6.2 (Wanner, Hairer and N¢rsett, 1978) '!'ltr [111/nj l'adt' IIJIJ!I'II.I'itntlltls 
off'= 111ilh 11- 2 ~ 111 :S 11 al'f .-;/ril'l/y l·" •tndnl hy I in l/1odulus for 11/1 :; 1-: C _ ll'llh 
ffr(::)<O. 
The A-stability analysis for systems is usually basecl on the transformat.ion of 
the Jacobian .I = ()jji)y to diagonal form. For large dimensional systems, how-
ever, the matrix which performs this transformation nmy be badly conclitinn(~d and 
destroy all the nice estimations which have been obtained, that is, in the study of 
A-contractivity one simply cannot diagonalize the system under eonsideration and 
expect that results applying to scalar problems will automatically transfer over to 
the higher dimensional case. For instance, we consider 
R(:) =: 1 + z/2 




Note that IR(:)I :S 1 for all :: E c_ and that A is diagonaliza.hlc, has neg;LtiVt! 
eigenvalues, but IIR(A)ll, ::=:: 10/6 for all fJ satisfying 1 :::::: Jl :::::: rx,, Thus we nt:cd to 
2·1 
c:nnsider the stability function directly in matrix norm. Let II · lb be the Euclidean 
UIJCI!I and < ·. · __- be the corresponding scalar product. 
Lt>IHma l.6.a (von Neumann, 1951) L1 I t/11 mlinr,al jwrdio11 1\'(:).: E C lH 
luuw rl nl Jo r /( t ( :; ) :S: 11 . 
/fro< o, :\n > $ 0, for all I' E en 
'f'fuu in 11., rnafri.r 1101'111 I'0/'1'''·"/JOIIfiing lo lh1 . .;m/ar· prodllcl Wt hn1•r 
lllr(.·\) !12::; sup llF(:)I. 
Ht'( : )$0 
.!) ,. j,.,.,,/11/tt 1/u· uwlri.r : \ sn/i:.;jir .... 
u~ · < "· ..\, > :::; /1 "'' II~ . for all ' ' E C11 
'f'lu11 
II W( .. t) ll2::; sup llV{:)I. 
Ht·(:)'5;v 
As a direct consequence, we have the important result: 
Corollary 1.6.4 Tht· [m/n] /'ad( appro.rimn1lf8 to the matrix cr.po11rntial e-'1 with 
11 - 2 S 111 $ 11 and Jt 2 [:\J $ 0 ,o;a/i.'ifiJ 
This result unfortunately cannot be extended to any other norm. The study 
on contrnctivity of matrix functions in general norms has been carried out mainly 
by Spijker (1983, 1985, 1987). Spijker (1983) proved the order of A-contractive 
numerical methods (linear multistep methods, Runge-Knt.ta mt'l. htHI~ , Ho~t·nhrth·k 
methods) cannot exceed p = 1, when applied to the system y' = :ly wit.h arbitrary 
norms. Studies on the so-called threshold factor which describe tlw ~izt• uf l.ht• 
contractivity region allow the comparison between methods with ordt>r I' -. I pn~~ihlt• 
(see Hairer & Wanner (1991) ). 
')~ 
.. , 
where b~s) := 0 for each j. A method of class (2.1.1) i!:i s:tid to bt> linl'arly implirit. 
if hlt) == 0. i = 0. 1. . . .. ,.; - 1, otherwise is said to be fully implicit. Fully implil-it. 
methods require the solution of a non-linear system at t>adt step, whilt> for a lint•:uly 
implicit method the system of equations to be solved is linear. 
A-, A{ o} and stiff-stability of VCM methods are investigated by Lamherl .'\..~ 
Sigurdsson (1972) and Sanz-Serna (1981) by applying (2.1.1) t.o the t.t•st. l'qtt:l.iion 
y' = :\y, A an m x 111 matrix with all its eigenvalues in the left half plane <uul with 
qn = A. 'When dealing with stiffness, VCM methods enjoy the following pokntial 
advantages: 
1) For any ]J 2: 1, there exist A-stable VCM methods with ord<>r I'· This is in sharp 
contrast to the situation with linear multistep methods, 
2) furthermore such high order A-stable methods can he found <~vcn if we rt~quin· 
them to be linearly implicit and therefore avoid the expensive Newton it<"r<tt.ion 
necessitated by implicit methods, 
3) the order of the method, being independent of the choice of (J", docs not suffer 
if Qn is a poor approximation to the Jacobian of the initial value prohlem. 
We remark however that a poor approximation to the Jacobian does affect tlw 
stability properties of the method. Sanz-Serna ( 1981) sununarizcs the J.,Jlowing 
three interesting theorems: 
Theorem 2.1.1 (An order barrier) A ('()//IJ('I'fJUil, A-sfablr vr:,\lultlhml !ta.o; rmlr,. 
Theorem 2.1.2 r/itJcn a cmwn:qrnl li1u·ar 1.:-:.;lr p TtH /hod of orrin· p ::: 1.: + 1, tlurr 
exist crmvergcnl., linearly implicit vr .'M 1/lf"tlwr/.o; wilh 1/u Hft11U' rmlr·r awl ,o;lahilily 
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,., ff/Ofl tt•illl ·" = 1 ll/1.(1 al mo .... t ~: + 1 .-;/rp.'i. 
Theorem 2.1.a (,'im 11 a ront:t 1:qr nt lillulr 1.:-.o.;fr fl mdhod of otdrr· /.; (sul'h a.o.; 1/:r 
/f/)fo' 1111 !hod ..... k:::; 6}. IIH ,.,. r·.ri.-;f,o,; 11 r·ont'fl'!/f'lll, linml'ly implicit V('.H method ll'ilh 
..... = 1. and !Itt· satl/t' sf1p 11/LIIIIu I' 1w.d otdr'l', . ..;uth that. both mrlhod.o; gc 11 1 T'llfr flu 
,o;flft•: 1/.tllllf't'ind M!luliou rl'lu ·n appliul to lhr ,, . ....,[ sy .... trm 
y' = tly. 
11'!11·11 (j,. i.o.; f'ho,o.;r ·ll lo b,· - A. (A11d hr11a lhry haN' thr same r'tfJIOI1 of absoluic 
s/o/,i/ily. ) 
Another interpretation of VCM methods presents itself if we simply gather the 
t.errns in (2.1.1) in a different way as 
.•-1 k k 
""/a()i ""[ (a} / b( i)J J "" ( .~ )/·'(')S 0 ~ I ( 11 ~Ill !Jn+; - I J n+J + ~ 11 1 I ( 11 !Jn+J = . (2.1.3) 
a=ll ;=II ; =0 
Thus a VCM method can be interpreted as a combination of classical linear multistep 
mt>thods. If the VCM method has order p, then the linear multistep method 
k 
~[ (a) / b(i)J ] ~a, Yu+J - I ) u+; 
;=ll 
has order not less than f1 - i. Combinations such as ( 2.1.3) are christened blcrulr d 
li11rar 1/llllfi ..... tt·p mrtlwd.<> by Skeel & Kong (1977), who develop a variable stepsize 
variable order (VSVO) algorithm based on blends of the Adams-Moulton and BDF 
methods with :; = 1. 
The idea to put the Jacobian directly into the coefficients of a numerical method 
was first proposed by Rosenbrock (1963) in the context of Runge-Kutta methods . 
Rosenbrock methods have been extensively devdopecl in n.·rt•nt yt•ars. anti \'ilrious 
forms have been studied. One can regard Rosen brock mt•t.htHls as t·it ht·r a 1\hltl-
ification of an explicit Run~:,e-Kutta method nr a lincarizat.inn of a st•mi-implirit 
Runge-Kutta method. Rosenbrock methods are linearly imp!irit and :\-sl.ah!t· (tlT 
nearly A-stable); methods of order up to 6 have been construdt•d ( Kaps .~· Wanut•r, 
1981). Convergence results and application to singular pl•rturha\. ;<~n prnhlt·ms ran 
be found in Hairer & Wanner (1991). 
There is a short summary of VCM methods in Lambert (tHO l, p.:.!!i:~ - :!fl.l ). Tht· 
A-stability properties of VCM methods with fixed step length have bt·t·u stuclit·d in 
Lambert & Sigurdsson {19i2) and Sanz-Serna (1981) . llowt•ver, tlwrt· itrt' l.o tl iLI. t• 
no studies on contractivity, nor on stiff-indeperl'lent eonvt·rgenre, nor on vari;thlt' 
stepsize formulation of VCM methods. It is necessary in rmetin• t.r, work with a 
variable stepsize formulation. As stated earlier in section l.fi, t.ht· n•sults ohtairwd 
by Gear & Tu (1974) and Rockswold (1988) indicate that the for BDfi' rrwlltocls 
'he stepsize ratio r = h11+1Jh 11 are restricted to a value near lin order to mainlitin 
zero-stability and A( n )-stability of corresponding fixed stepsize formulat•. 'I' hi:-; is 
undesirable in the context of a stiff problem. 
2.2 Simplifying conditions and contractivity func-
tion 
For the balance of this monograph, we use the following stmlegy f()t varying sl1•p-
sizes: we restrict the exposition to situations where there are two stepsizeli in ust~ 
within the range of steps covered by the J.:-sk1> formula. Without the aclrlitional usr~ 
of interpolation formulae, this therefore allows for a step-size change to take plan! 
after evf'ry 1.· successive steps, which is practical since we should avoid frequent step-
siz(• changes in order to not incur excessive computing effort. For formula (2.1.1) 
with variahh~ stepn ~'.e , let 11 he any integer between 1 and k - 1, it becomes 
~[tn~'1 h'CJ:,].tj,, +.l + t [t~~~·)(rh)'(J:,]!Iu+J 
/ ::; IJ t =ll j=k-•t+l t::IJ 
It 
1f[tb~' 1 h'CJ:,]f,+; + rlt t [tb~')(rh)'(jqfll+J 
.J =Il t=ll ; :/..-•t+l t=ll 
h. j = 1. . . .. 1.:- ll j 
.r ,, + J - .1'" + J - I = I' It . j = k- ll + 1 ..... 1.·. 
We now note that this equation can be rewritten in the form (2.1.1) with h1 := r·h 
in place of It if the 11.~' 1 and the (,~' 1 coefficients are redefined to include scale factors 
( I ) (I J 
consisting of reciprocal powers of r , i.e. a~') becomes '* and bj'1 becomes r~•+• for 
j == 0. I. ... . /,· - rt and all i. Now the variable stepsize VCM can be written as 
(2.2.1) 
Wht•n ,. = l, h1 = h, this equation reJuce to (2.1.1). Expand !J 71 +J• f n+J about 
.r = .1' 11 +1.: - •., we then obtain the order conditions for (2.2.1) to be of order p 
k 
(i) I: aJ = o. i = 0. 1. . . .. min(p, ,.; ), (2.2.2) 
;=0 
111 = 1. 2 • .... p - i. i = f' l. . . .. min(p. ,.;). 
:n 
For convenience, define h1'l :::::: 0 a.nd /}-ll := 0 for endt ;. 1 .I • 
Definition 2.2.1 A VCM method is of type (L,,,,,) if it. is 1.·-stt•p, nrdt•r /'with 
8 ::::; '/ · 
From order conditions (2.2.2) a.nd (2.2.:1), we can set' t.he rodlicit•nl.s ~ o~". (,~d } 
depend or, r and 11. For r· = 1, we can choose any integer 0 :..::. u ._ 1.· t.u ~d. t.h" 
fixed step size formula. When ,. f. 1, this means h l f. h 1 , we Ilt>ed 1.· - 1 stt•ps t11 
complete the stepsize change from h1 to h'l., so we need 1.·- 1 sets of coellicieuts with 
respect to rt == 1. 2 ... . . ~· -1. For given u, the coefficients will only dqH~rt<l on t'. As 
we will see shortly, the order conditions to be imposed on the VCM mPI.hods J,·:wt•s 
too many degrees of freedom for our a11alysis. With a view to ri~orous conl.mdi vity 
properties, we add on the following restriction tn the VCM methods: 
(O) 0 j = n. l, . .. . k- 2, a.J -
(I) (I i-ll j = 0, 1, ... , 1.· - 2, I = l. 2 ....•. ~. aJ - )) 
( 2.2.1) 
With these, a VCM method applied to the test equation ( 1.4.1) with (j,, co.: ,\ for ;d) 
11, gives the relation 
Thus, locally on [.r,., J'u+k], contractivity is assured if the contractivity func:tion 
. 
2)a~'~ 1 - 1{'.=-/1].::' 
/1(::) := _ _ ,:::_:'-- ----
L[ttj;l- t{t-~~J.::' 
l=!J 
with :::~,\It satisfies IH( :: )I :S 1, and this same condition assures IIY'"+III ::: II Y"II 
for 11 ~ k - 1. In practice, one uses a. su('.ccssion of low order schemes l rJ ~~~neratr! 
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the approximations to the solution over [.t0 • . ri:] that are needed to start a /.--step 
formula and if they arc all A-contractive, then the condition I H(.: )I :::; 1 will, for 
all practical purposes, ensure the formula indeed A-contractive. We introduce the 
following assumption. 
Assumption A: l/11 · initial dala t~alll . {y1 • .112 •• • •• .IJ,.+k-t} arc !If lit rnlnl ll.'liii!J :1-
t·rwl 1'1/d i 1'1' 1m llwr/.o.;. 
Throughout this monograph, it is always assumed that assumption A holds. 
For scalar test problem ( 1.4.1) and the linear system 
I \'I 1 E CIIIXIII 
.'1 =1,1, I' (2.2.5) 
wit.h matrix :\ being normal, the contractivity results hold for all norms. When 
consiclcring a general matrix :I which may not be normal, the contractivity results 
clepencl ou t.hc famous theorem of von Neumann (lemma 1.6.3). However, the 
t.llt'orcm only holds for the Euclidean norm with < ·. · > denoting the corresponding 
inner product. So the contractivity results we derive can be extended to the more 
general linear problem {2.2.5) provided Re < y. Ay >:::; 0 \:ly E em in Euclidean 
norm . For other norms the extension to (2.2.5) of the A-contractivity results we 
dt·rive in this chapter is not possible. 
Although the matrix Q 11 in (2.2.1) is independent of the order conditions, we will 
set. (J,~ to be the Jacobian of f(.r.y) computed at (.!'n+k-t,Yn+k-d · 
The case with ,o; = 1 needs to be treated separately. By employing a Taylor series 
expans: ..... n about the point .r = .!' 11 one can easil~r verify that the one-step method 
(2.2.6) 
is generally of order one, and is of order two in the special inslat\l't' whcu n _; 
0.5, (1.1.1) is autonomous and () 11 = / 1,(,11 11 ). Furthermore, nwt.hod (2.:Ul) is A-
contractive so long as the real parameter o ::: }. In fact., wht'n tJ, is t.ht• .lcu·t1biau 
of }'(.1·. y) (as we've chosen it) then (2.2.6} corresponds to a. une-stagl' Hnseuhrork 
method whose nonlinear stability characteristics have been well-studied ( t•.g. llunds-
dorfer, 1981). 
2.3 Existence of A-contractive variable stepsize 
VCM methods 
In this section, we will prove there indeed exist arbitrary order, varia hiP stcp.si:t.l', 
fully implicit, and linearly implicit VCM methods and give a eonstrudivt• proof 
which gives the procedure for computing the corresponding cocflil'ients ellieit·nt.ly. 
First define for any natural number f ::; 'I 
)' tj!(f + ,, - i)! 






i = 0 .. . . •'I 
i = 0, ... . I', 
i = f + l,f + 2, .... 'I· 
Lemma 2.3.1 For· any rmlnrtmbr.,. TL lltr UJitalions 
~ 1 [ m+O + ( l)IIL+O t.J ] - Q 1 2 f ( O)l u rr,1_ 0 11 - 11 ,1_ 0 - , 111 = , ..... , 
O=o m + · 
~ 1 [ 0 0 J w O! I£ ni-o + ( 11 - 1) {'J._ 0 = o, 
· =U 
,: = 0, 1. 2, ... , fj , 
hold if O'j, ;;i (i = 0, 1 .... , q) satisfy (fl .. 'J.I) ·-(f! .. 'J.:.!) . 
(2.:t I) 
(~ . :L~) 
(2.:H) 
fJrrwj. Let 11. = 1 + 11 and rewrite (2.3.3) as 
,1... ·~ (fll + 0) rr'l-o j .;}-. ;-J,,_o "'+O 0 ~ ~ -:----'----:-:-1! + ~ u = m = 1. 2 ..... r. 
11=11 '=" J (m + 0)! O=o (m + 0)! . 
Comparing coefficients of equal powers of v, we have 
and 
~ ('" + ()) n,,_g -
-----0 
11=0 j (Ill -t ())! , 
J 0~ 1. .... 111 - 1 
m - 1. 2, .... r 
Ill II r¥,1-11 - ,-) '/ ( + ") t.J E 111 + j (m + 0)! + 01. ,- j)! = 0' J = O,l •.... q m = 1. 2 .... . f 
Similarly from (2.3.4) we have 
~ ~ (()) r'ti-0 j ,.!-. ''i-0 0 - 0 ~ ~ . Or I' + ~ -0, 11 - ' i = 0.1. ... . q 
{/:() .1=0 J . 0=0 . 
so that comparing coefficients of equal powers of u we get 
~ (o) n;_o rl;-1 = ~ . or + ., 0. 
ll=ll J . J. 
J 0, 1. .... i 





Now it is clear that the lemma holds if equations (2.3.5), (2.3.6) and (2.3. 7) hold. 
The left hand side of (2.3.5) becomes 
t (Ill+ 0) n,1-o = t ('n + 0) ( -1)"-oq!(f + O)! 
tl=o j (m+O)! O=n j (m+O)!(f+q)!(q - 0)!0! 
= (f-m+j)! 'I -l)q-0( q )( f+O ) 
j!(f+q)! E( q-0 m+O-j 
(-1)q+m-)(f-m+j)! q ( q )(m-j-f-1) 
j!(f+q)! ~ q-0 m-j+O · 
Because tf- { ~ 0, m- j - 1 ~ 0, therefore 
t ( q ) (111 - j ~ f - 1) = (q + m - j - ~ - 1) = O. 
ti=O q - (} m - J + 0 q + m - J 
This means (2.3.5) holds. Likewise, 
t(m+O) o.1_o (f+ j )! I)-l)"_11 ( '/ )(~"+0) 
tJ=J m+j (m+O)! = (111+})!((+,/)! 11=.1 tf - 0 0-j 
- ( -1)"-1 {r + j)! !/-J ( ,, ) (-.i -{-1) 
(w + j)!(f + 11)! E, q- 0- .i tJ . 
- ( -1)'1-J(f + j)! ((/ - .i- (- 1) 
(111 + j)!(f + tJ)! tJ- j 
- - .I . ( -1)'1-J ( I)'~-J(r + ')' ( r ) 




(111 + j)!{r + t/)!{rt- j)!{r- tf + j)! 
d,,_J 
(m+j)!' 
This proves equation (2.3.6) holds. Furthermore, 
if if -- j . (' 
if If -- j ~ (' 
t (~) ni~o = ( -1)'-i(f +, - ; + j)! t ( ~1 ) (;. - r - q- J - 1) 
O=tJ J 0. j!(r +'I)! o=o \i- 0 O- .i 
= (-1)i-1 (r+r[-i+j)!(i-f-j+L) 
j!(f+q)! i - j 
= (-l)i- J(f+q-i+j)!(-1)'-J( f) 





This is just equation (2.3. 7) . 
if i- j > {' 
if i - j :::: ,. 
0 
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We are now in the position to establish our main results. Hereafter FIM and 
LIM mean fully implicit awl linearly implicit methods respectively. 
Theoreru 2.a.2 For tiii!J inltfft ,. tf 2: 2 flu n an :1-r·onlradir•r, r·ariablr · .-;fr)J"'i::t 
F/J\11111tlwtl,o;(;!.::.!.l}oflypt (21t-2.2rt-2·'f), (2q-1.2tt-l.'f). {2q.2tf,tJ}. Tlllit• 
1111d t o,.J, 1111 tlrorl has If('!+ 1)/2 dt'fJT'f't ' nf ft'£'t dnm. 
/ 1nwj: In each of the three cases, let I• denote both order and number of steps in the 
method, J.,,. E { 2tf - 2. 2rJ - 1. 2q}. In addition to the simplifying conditions (2.2.4) 
let 
(r) { (i-1) 
(/ k - 1k = Oj, 
(i) ,(i-1) 
11k-1 - 1k-l 
i = 0.1 .... . q. (2.3.8) 
:J,, 
with r = k- 'I· From known formulae (see for instance, Butcher (1987), p.75), it is 
dear that H(::) resulting from the selection (2.3.8) equals the [fjq] Pade approximant 
oft~ from which A-coutractivity of the resulting method (2.2.1) is an immediate 
consequence since q-2 $ ( $ q. There remains to determine the terms { 11Y). bY)} not 
already specified and to prove that the order conditions (2.2.2)-(2.2.3) are satisfied 
by this selection. 
For ; = 0, { ll~o)} are determined by equations (2.2.4) and (2.3.8), i.e., a~o) = 0, for 
j = 0. 1. , ... ~·-2 and llr~ 1 = rio = -1, (l~O) = Oo = 1 (the laher is SOmetimeS referred 
as normalization condition). Thus (2.2.3) represents a full rank linear Vandermonde 
system with k equations for the k + 1 unknowns { b~01 }j=o· Under this condition, a 
solution therefore exists with 1 degree of free~om. 
N £ ·-1 {(l)}l.:-! {I) J (I) •it . •il•('l•)t)· l('l''") ow or 1 - , 11 1 1 =II, a~·- 1 anc 11 ~.: art. t e ermiiH .. < l) .. . .. . • .tnt _. ,,,.., 
respectively. Equations (2.2.3) then specifies a Cull rank linear Vandt'rmoudt> system 
with /..· · · 1 equations for the /..· + 1 unknowns l/,~ll }~:::: 11 for whil'l1 a sulut.itltl with:.! 
degrees of freedom exists. 
For i = 2, .... 'I- 1, we proceed in a. completely analogous mannt'r solvin~ fnr 
{ u.~rJ. b~il };=u with i + 1 degrees of freedom each time. For 1 = '/• Wl' only llt'l'd 
to determine {a;"1};=u according to (2.2.4) and (2.:3.8) beeausc we alrt•ady know 
bj''1 := 0. We have so far determined { a~l). b~' 1 } for i = 0, 1, .... '/· j ~ 0, l. .... /,· 
with 9(q + 1)/2 degrees of freedom. From the above procc<iurc, it is dca.r the 
conditions (2.2.3) with i < 'I holds. What remains to be proved is that {2.2 . 2) for 
i = 0, 1. . . . , '/and (2.2.3) with i = 'I is compatible with our selection. 
Recalling that b~'11 := 0 for each j, condition (2.2.:J) with i ='I bemmes 
(:.:! .:1.!1) 
If I = l 1 2, .. , , fl - 'f · 
Using (2.2.4), we have for 0 ~ i ~ 'I 
7'7rl [ Ill( (t) l(t - 1)) + ( l)rll( (t} ,lr- 1) )) 
= -, ll ilA_. - Jk U- ''A·-J - 'A- - 1 
1/1 . • 
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1 [k-11 A: 1 
+-1 l:U- ~:+ uf"b~l-l) + r"' L (j- ~: + rt) 111 b~'- 11 . (2.3.10) 
Ill. J=fl pk-rt+l J 
Su hstituting into the last line of {2 .3.10) relation (2.2.3) with i < tf, we therefore 
obtain the recursion relation 
l [k- IL k ] ·--;~ L (j -/; + u)'"a~') + r"' L (j- 1.: + u)maY) 
II· J=ll J=k-u+l 
+ /'Ill ( HI ( (I) { ( l -I)) + ( 1 )Ill ( ( j) f ( j -] ) )] -, ll llk - lk ll - (lk-1- }k-1 
111 . 
(2.3.11) 
fori= l. . . . ·'/·Using this recursio1 . .-elation, the left hand side of (2.3.9) becomes 
-
1 [\~ (j - /.· + u )"'rttl + 1'111 ~ (j- J.: + ll) 111 n(·/l] 
/Ill ~ ) L- J 
· J=tl J=k-u+1 
= 
1 [k-u k ] 
--:---:-:- ""(} _ /..· + u)m+la(q-1) + ,.m+! "' (j _ /.· + ll)mt1 11(q-l) 
r(m + 1)1 .L.. 1 ~ 1 
• .1=11 ;=k-1<+1 
= 
+ "'"" I m+O( (q-0) -/(•1-0-I))t( -l)m+O( (q-O)_b(q-8-·1)) q-1 .m [ ] ~ ( 0)1 ll 11 k 1k ll (lk-l k-1 
tl;;ll Ill + ' 
= ·'" ~ 1 [ m+O( (·t-0) _ / (q- 0 - 1)) + ( _ l)"'+O ( (rt-0) _ b(q-0- 1) )lJ 
I .L.. ( 0)1 u Ilk Jk u ak-l k-1 ' 
tl=ll Ill+ . 
since ~~~n) = 0 for j = 0.1 •.. . . 1.: - 2. This we know equals zero for the selection 
(2.3.8) by virtue of Lemma 2.3.1 since ( = k - q. 
To establish that (2.2.2) also holds, using (2.2.4) we ha.vt• tht' n·latilln 
i = 0. I. 0 . 0 ·'(· 
Substituting the last term 2:;=0 b;r-t) in the above by (2.2.:l) wit.h '" ·.:: I, tht•n u~t· 
(2.3.11) in the same recursive fashion as before, we eventually rlt·riVt' 
(t) ((1-1} L (t} {(t-1} 
us.- 'J.: -,--aA.·-1- 'J.o-t 
+HI:u -1.0 + ll)a~i-tl + ,. t (J- k + lt) rt~'- 11] 
;=0 ;=k-u+l 
1{ [ ( (•-I) /(t-OJ)) ( )( (•-1) tl•-l))] +~ 1' II Ilk - l1; + If- 1 (/ k-1 - 'k-1 
~ 1 [ 0( (r-rJ) /(t-0-1)) + ( l)O( (t-tl) /(t-11 - 1))] 
L; 0' ll Ilk - lk ll- llk-1 - ' k-1 
O:U ' 
~ 1 [ ()( (i-0) ,{t-0-1)) + ( 1)0( (t-0) / (t-0- 1))] 
L_; 01 U ftk - Jk IL - fl~:-l - Jk-l 
0;; • 
(2.:~ . 12) 
fori= 1. 2, .. . , q. which also equals zero for the selection (2.:l.8) by virtue of Lemma 
2.3.1. 
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We have the following similar result for LIM methods. 
Theorem 2.3.3 For rwy inll'.fJfl' 'I 2 2 1/Jtr·r an ,\.('()n/mdinr , l'fll' iablr slcpsi::t 
U.H 1nt/hod.~ (:.!.:.!./)of I!Jpt· (2tt- 2. 2q- 2.,,), (2q -1.2rt-l.t!)· (2q,2q, tf). Thrir 
I'IIIIII'ILdinily fu.r~. l'!ion.~ H(::) an· rr:;pff·liodyiiH [tt- 2/q). [rt- 1/rJ) and [t!/qJ Prulr ~ 
11/!JJm.r.imrw/ oft·". Tht· l'orj)il'icnl.o; depend on lhr .'ilcp challf!ill,q rnlio 1' = h·Jh 1 
and nu·h md/wd llfl,<; tJ(q -1)/2 dr·grre.o; of frn·dom . 
f!mof. Let f{'l = 0 for i = 0. 1, ... , q - 1, other coefficients are determined in the 
same way as in the proof of the previous theorem except for lm.ing one degree of 
freedom while solving { /J~i)} for given i.. So the total degree of freedom of coefficients 
will be 'l(tt - 1)/2 which is'/ degrees less than the FIM case. 
The remainder of the proof is exactly the same as the proof in the previous 
theorem. 0 
When ,. = 1. It = k, the fixed step size FIM and LIM methods are obtained 
Cot·ollary 2.3.4 For auy inlr!Jf'l'lf 2 2 then lll'f A-conlrat'lil' f FIM and LIM mdh-
od.~ (::J . I . I) of lypt· (2rJ-2. 2q-2. q) , (2tJ-l. 2tt - 1. tJ). (2q , 2q.q). Tllf' ir conlmctivily 
fundion.~ R(:) arr l'f'.';pcclir•dy !he [q - 2/q), [q- 1/q] aud [q/ qJ Padc appro.rimant 
of,.: . Thr· rorjJicit'lrl8 arr cou.-;lanls with q( q + 1 )/2 or q(q- 1)/2 degrees of f reedom 
r·r.o;prl'lir•rly for FIM and L/,\1 mf'/hnd.o;;. 
Listed in the appendix are examples of such methods along with their respective 
truncation error terms. Also listed in the appendix are the coefficients of the ( 4, 4. 2) 
algorithms. The parameter o is totally free and would normally be chosen in such 
a way as to minimize local truncation errors. 
·II 
Note that unlike stability results for BDF method:; (see Rorkswold, l!l~~). t.ht·n· 
is no restriction on hd h 1 for preserving A-contractivity. The roetlkil·nts { ,,1'1• {,1'1} 
.I I 
are continuous functions of ,. on 0 < r· < .x, so they are bounclt•ll on .... -: . .-: ,. ·. H 
for any 0 < w < 1 and 1 < n < ·Xl. For nurms other t.ha.n t.he Eurliclean nnrrn. 
the boundedness of IIU(h:\)11 by one with U(::) being n. Padc approximant of 1 ' is 
n. complicated problem. The reader can consult Hairer & Wanner ( l!J\ll, p.l H!l-1 HH) 
for more details, particularly theorem 11.10 and the section on threshold fadors. 
2.4 Local error tertns of VCM methods 
As seen in the previous section, there still remains some clegrcc frccclom in dtoosing 
the coefficients of A-contractive VCM methods for given order I'= ~· . Usually tltes<· 
are chosen such that the local error terms are as small as possible. Here we givt~ a W<lY 
to fix all coefficients in a given method in such a way as to lead to a manageable lnl'al 
error term which will in turn facilitate our convergence analysis of general nonlilleiLr 
problems. For simplicity, we consider fixed stepsize which means It = ~: , r· = I in 
our notation of the previous section. The results can then he extended to variilble 
stepsize without difficulties. Define the local error of VCM methods to be 
(2.4.1) 
and define the Peano kernel by, 
where 
{ 
0 if j - T <' 0 
(j - r )~ = (j - r )" otherwise 
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Substituting the Taylor sc~ries derived about .r = .r ,.+k-•• = .r,, for y, andy' with 




'•(k ·''· /) 
'/ J.: 
= L I:>~i)h'CJ'y(O)(.rn) 
<=ll j=!l 
(2.4.2) 
From the above it can L.: seen that if 
J.: 
""(((i) = 0 LJ J • i = 0, ... ' q (2.4.3) 
;=U 
1 k (') 1 k ( ') m=l, 2, . . . , k, L ·na t L ·m- l[ I 0 - J ll - J )· = ' m! 1 (m-1)! . J ·- ol 
.1 =ll ;=0 I - , 1 ••• , q. 
(2.4.4) 
hold, where the parameter k can take on each of the values 2q - 2, 2q- 1, 2q, then 
we ha.ve the following result . 
Theol'em 2.4.1 Fnr .·1-mnlmdit't 1·'1.11 nut!tod., nf l_itflt ('2rt- '2.'2rt - ~.rt). (:!rt 
lhmal'k 2.4.2 We give an expla.nation for the suggest.t'd way to n·l·ouslrud tile 
coefficients { a;il. b_~•l} such that equations (2.4.~i) and (2..1.4) hold. Fnr t•xample, 
consider the ( 4,•1,2) method , i.e., 'I = 2. ~· = 11 = ·1. Wl' recomnwnd Tah\l' :!.·1.1 
as an outline for proof of the theorem. Let [ i. 111] clenote the syst.t•m ( '.U .·1) wi t.h 
certain i.111, which have (q + 1) ·I.·= 12 equations. Addin~ lhl"' (rt !· I) - :t •·•pwt.in11s 
in (2.4.3), the total number of equations to he solved is 1.1. Due to t.h<' simplifyin~ 
conditions (2.2.4) and (2.3.8), noting ~~.~ ·tl = f,~-l) = 0, for .1 == 0 •... ,/;, W«' haVI' 1111ly 
'I· (h' + 1) = 10 unknown { b~l)} which is far less than the tota.l numlwr of till' •·qua-
tions. Thus any solution will not be straightforwardly solved. Forlu11all'ly, Wt' kr!IIW 
from the proof of theorem 2.3.2 that equations [2.1j. [2, 2] and a.ll thrt•(• t'<pmtinus iu 
(2.4.3) hold automatically when { bj'l} satisfy [0. 1], [0. 2]. [0. :1]. [0, 4].[1. 1]. [I. 2]. [I. :1] 
and conditions (2.2.4), (2.3.8) hold. Therefore we really have ten equa.tions for l•·n 
unknowns. Our next step is to express [1.4],[2,3],[2.1] as [0.5],[l.4].[1.!i] r<'S(H.'(:· 
tively through an index substitution. The focus therefore will he on the nonsin~ular 
character of this reduced linear system of equations. 
Proof of Thr·orrm 2. 4 .I. We need to choose { a~' 1 , IJ~•l} such that systcrus (2.'1 .:!) aud 
(2.4.4) hold. We know from the proof of theorem 2.:!.2 that if conditions (2.'1.'1) hold 
for i == 0 .. . .. ,, _ l. m = 1. ... , 1.:- i together with (2.2.4) and (2.:~.8), then (2.4.:1) 
and (2.4.4) with i = q. m = 1. ... , 1.: - q also hold. So we need nnly t(J prove that 
there exist {b;i)} satisfying (2.4.4) with i = 0 .. ··!'{- 1.111 = 1, .. . 1 /: -- i aurl with 
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Table :J..4.1 : An example fixing the coefficients of method ( 4,·!,2) 
m=l m=2 m=3 m=4 
i::.:.O [0,1] [0,2] [0,3] [0,4] 
i=1 [1,1] [1,2] [1 ,3) 1 [1,4] 
i=2 [2, 11 [2 ,2] 1 [2 ,3] [2,4] 
m=1 m=2 m=3 m=4 m=5 
i=O [0,1] [0,2] [0,3] [0,4] [0,5] 
i=l [1,1] [1,2] [1,3] [1,4) [1,5] 
1 = 0, .... 'I• 111 = k- i + 1. ... . I.·. Using (2.2.4) and {2.3.8), the condition (2.4.4) 
can be rewritten as 
(2.4 .5) 
for i = 0. 1. . . .. If. 111 = 1. 2 .... , k. Now we consider m = 1. 2 ..... k - i and m = 
k - i + 1.1.· - i + 2 ... . . 1.· separately. 
For {2.4.5) with i = 1.2 ...... ,. 111 = l.· - i+l.l.:-i+2 ..... I.·, change ito i+l. m 
t.o 111 - 1, it becomes 
1 k 
- -- """j'"- 1 b(l) 
( 111 - 1 )! L.. ·' J=O 
1 k 
= _ _ """J·m-:.!((c+l) _ 1 [(k _ l)m-1 ·; . + ~.:m-1 0 . ] ( _ 2)1 L,. 1.1 ( _ 1)1 I t+l · c+l Ill . J=O Ill • 
for ; = 0. l. ... 'I - 1. 111 = 1.· - i + 1. k - i + 2 ..... 1..· + 1. 
Now put together with 111 = 1. 2 ..... l· - i, we have, 
_!_ t_Jmhl•-•l + _.!_ [u- 1)'" .;, + l·"'n,]. 
111 .I Ill 
J=U 
J: 
L J'"-' ~~-~·~ 
for 111 = 1. 2 .. .. . l· - i. 
(2.-l.li) 
J=ll 
I "'-I 1 
'' rl , f I • 
~· 
(111- 1) l:J"' -~/J~t+l)- [(l·- 1)"'- 1.-J,, 1 
.t=ll 
for 111 = l· - 1 + 1. k - i + 2 •.... k -1- I . 
with i = 0. 1. .... ,,_ 1. The system has rt · ( 1.· + 1) equations with ,, . ( k + I) variahlc·s 
{ b;'1}. It remains to prove that the coefficient. matrix has full rank, tlwu WP havl' a 
unique solution. Let :\i,J be ( l· + 1) >< ( l· ,. 1) matrices and () be the ( ~· + I) · ( 1.· + I) 
null matrix. Noting t~~-l) := ~~~·J) := 0 for each j, we can writt: (2 .t1.f3) as 
where 
and 
/\fl .l) Ao,l () 
:\1.11 ,.\ 1.1 At.-.! 
() Au A:.!,:.e 
() () l l.1,2 
:\ 
-
() () () 
() () () 
() () () 















A., -:s. .,-o~ 
() 
() 
() () () 
f) () () 
() () () 
() () () 
;\,,_.,,., _:! () () 
A.,-:, .. ,-:1 A.,- :1,,- 2 () 
IL,-2 .. ,-:, IL, - :.e .. , - :.~ ;1., - l,•t-l 
() A.,_, .. ,- l A,,_,,,_, 
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with 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 () 0 0 
:\11. 1 = 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 -l· -l· 2k·-1 -1.:. (~·- 1)J:-I -J.·. 1.·1.:-l 
0 -1 -2 -( l· -- 1) -l· 
1 2~ ( k - 1 )l /,· 'l 
0 -- --
2 2 2 2 
: \ 1,0 = 
1 21.:-".! (k- 1)1.:-'l J.ok-'l 
0 --- --- ... - ---J.·- 2 ,(:- 2 /,: -2 1.:-2 




- ---1.·- 1 ,l.•- 1 ,l.· -1 k-1 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 (I 
and in general, we have the following expressions for the block matrices A i.i , Ai.i+l, Ai+l.i 
with i = 0. 1. .. .. 'I - 1. 
( ~ 1 1 1 2 
1 2'.! I 0 
.. \1 , 1 = 
1 1 
k-1 k 
( ,l.; - 1 )'l ~·l 
0 1 2k-l ( 1.· - 1 )1.:-1 J.:k-1 
0 1 21.: (I.·- 1 )k J.:k 
0 0 0 0 ll 
0 0 0 0 l) 
tl -(k- 1) -(~·-r i 24-o-1 - ( k - r) ·( ~· -r )4 -• - I 
- ~~ -•H" I I 
,.\ r.t+ I = 
I) 
-(k-t-1) -(k-r-1 )·2 4- •-: -( k-r-1 )-( ~· - r -- 1) 4 -• ·- ~ - (~ - I I I ~ 4 . -.' 
II -(k-l) -(k-IH4-: -( k·-l)·(k-1) 4 - ! - (k - 1)1. 4 - .' 
(J 
-A: -k ·'!k-1 -k··(k-llk-1 . ~. .. ~. .. . ' 
0 -1 -2 - (1.·--1) 1.· 
1 2.? (1.-- 1).:' 1,·2 
0 - ---
2 2 2 2 
1 zk-r-1 (k - 1 )1:-r-1 J •.k·- I - I 
0 - --------·- . 1.·- i- 1 1.:-i-1 /,:- i- 1 1.- - i -- l 
.'\ •+ 1.1 - 0 0 0 0 0 
1 2k-t (/.: _ l)k- r J.-1: - r 
0 --- --- - ---f..:- i k-i k- i 1.- -I 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 II 
Noting the special structure of the matrix ,\, we manipulate it by d ernentary IIHLtrix 
operations in the following order. From i = 0 to i = q- 2, ~.he [i(l.: + I)+ jJ-th 
row of ;\ multiplied by J~ 1 is added to the ((i + 1 )(I· + 1) + j - 1]-th row (Jf ;l f(Jr 
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.I = 2 I :L .... 1.: - i . The matrix :l becomes 
l lo,o :ln. I () () () 
() :11.1 :lu () () 
() () ~ · \ '2 • .! () () 
:\ 
() () () ;\.,-~. ·1-l A.,-'l.·[-1 
() () () () 
.47-1.•!-1 
whose determinant is the ttth power of the Vandemonde determinant IAo.ul which is 
nut zero. Therefore with this selection of parametP.rs, we have 
.,.,, 
~ (k , ,,, ./) = 
0 
For LIM methods, there are fewer free parameters since bk') = 0, i = 0, 1. .... q. 
Instead of (2.4.3) and (2.4.4), we have 
k I: ~~~i) = o. i = 0, ... , q (2.4. 7) 
j=O 
1 1.: 1 !..· 111 = 1. 2 1 .... I..·. for i = 0. L .,,. (1) ~ •-l[(i)- 0 -)II- J ';· -, 11d ,,-_11 1 (m - 1}! ;--u 1 2 1.. 1 r · 1 111 = I ••• • •• - • !Of I = , . . . , q. 
(2.4.8) 
\Vith essentially the same construction as that of Theorem 2.4.1 we also have: 
Theorem 2.4.3 For A-r·onlmr'lil't 1.1.\1 tnt/h(ltf . ..; of IJ111t (2'1- 2. '2,1 -- 2. ,J). ('2,1 
1. 211- l.'J). (2rJ, 21f. rJ) /In Iota/ r /Tot· 1'1111 br 11'1'1/tr 11 rt.• 
., ~-
., . ,.. _ /'' """ /' ( l' { /'(t)( ·) !t•)( . ·/ ) / · 
-(k., •.. ;J - I ~ I ( Ill \ 1' .~ .II .(II + -~ I I.~ 
t=ll . tl 
ll'hr ,.,. fJ f • ..; lhr ordr I' of lilt r·on·rsfWIIdiny 1111 lhnrl. 
·1!1 
H t 11111 rl.· 2.4 .4 The theorems in this section also hold for varia bit• stepsizt• ft•rmulat• . 
We can see this by writing (2.4.6) in the following way: 
k-11 k L(j- J..· + 11)"•-1(1_~1) + ,.m-1 L (j- J.· + ll}"•-I(J~l) 
;=0 ;=k-u+l 
k-u k 
(m -l)(r L(j- k + u)"'-..!b~i+1) + ,.m-1 L (j- 1.: + u)"' -·~b~''''] 
;;0 J=k-u+l 
-r"'- 1 [( ll- 1)111 - 1 ;;, + u 111 - 1n-;], for /1/. ::: k - i + l , h'- i -1- 2, . . . . I: ·I I . 
In order to simplify the presentation, we consider u = 2, but note that a similllr 
argument is valid for any integer IL E {0, 1, ... , h:. With the same notation for the 







(u - 1.-)k- 1 (u-l.·+l)k- 1 
(n - l•)k (u-1.·+1)k 
1 1 
(u-3) 0 
(11-3) 2 0 
1 
r(u- 1) 
r '!( u - 1 )l 
1 
I' II 
•) • ) 
,. ·u· 
(It_ 3)k-l Q ,.k-1 (It_ 1)k·-l 1'k -l 11 k-l 





(k-i - I }r( ~- q~-~-~ 




( k-r) r( u-k+ l)k-o-l 
(k-r - 1 )r( u-.1-·+ I )k-•-2 




( k-r)r( u-3)k-• - 1 
( k-r-1 )r( u-3)~-•-2 
(k-l )r(u - 3)k - 2 









(k- i )rk - o( u -I )k - • -1 
(k- z-1 )rk-•- 1 ( u- 1 )4-• - 2 
( k-l) r~- 1 (u-l)k-l 
krk( t, -ljk - 1 
0 
0 
C k -1 ) rk - 'tl4 - ,-1 
fk- r- l)r•-•- 1 ,.'·-• - ' 




II - /,· II - h' + 1 1/-3 (u-1) 0 II 
,. I' /' 
( /1 - 1.-)l ( ll - h' + 1 )2 (IL-3)2 1'( ll - 1 )" ., r u· 
0 
2r 21' 21' 2 2 
(II - J,y -I -I (u -I.·+ 2)k-1-l (II - J)k·-1-1 k-i-2( 1)k-1-l /' ll- l'l:- r-2 11 k-1-1 
( 1.: - i - 1 )r ( 1.: - i - 1 )r ( k - i - 1 )r 0 k-i-1 1.·- i - l 
( ll- I.')"- I (11- /.: + 2)k-i (It - 3)k-i ,.k-i-t(u _ 1)k-1 ]'k-1-lllk-1 
(1.· - i)r ( 1.: - i )r (1.·- i)1' 0 I.·- i J..·- i 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 






















whose determinant is tJlh power of the Vandemonde c!.eterminant IAo.ol which is not 
zero. 
Unnarl.· 2..1.5 One should not overlook the fact tha1 the local error is dependent on 
the Jacobian matrix whose norm can be quite large with a stiff problem. The error 
term derived here is useful mostly as a tool for our analysis. We postpone this issue 




We borrow from Byrne and Hindmarsh ( 1987) the following t.wn prohlt•ms . 
Example 2.5.1 Robertson's problem 
!J~ -0.04,tft + 10'1.'1'.!.'/:1 
.'/~ = 0.04.11! - 10 1,1/'..?!1:1- 3 '< 107 !l..:!h (2. 5. 1) 
with the initial data 
.'11(0) = 1. yiO) = 0, .11:1(0) = 0 
whose solution over the interval [0. 107] is desired. 
Example 2.5.2 The Field-Noyes chemical oscillator 
I '.! 
.IJ1 = .<>(!h- lJI !h +!II - 11.'11) 
(2.5.2) 
y(~ w(y, -.'h)· 
where 
·" = 77.27, 111 = 0,1610, IJ = 8.375 '/ J0- 1;, 
with the initial data 
Yt(O) = 4.0, ?h(O) = 1.1, .'/:s(O) = 4.0 
whose solution over [0, 600] is desired. 
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Table 2 . .5.1: Results for examples 1-2 of FIM (4,4,2) method 
r-· 
Tol Nstep Nsc Hmin Hmax Rmin Rmax Eabs 
Example 1. 10
_,; 
363 91 l.OOd-5 1.24d+6 0.35 3.50 1.31 >< 10 -~ 
w- :~ 130 43 l.OOd-5 5.84d+6 0.91 3.50 2.69 x 1o-:l 
Example 2. w-" 2083 567 l.OOd-5 5.61 0.26 3.50 1.31 X 10 ;, 
w-:1 608 183 l.OOd-5 24.6 0.23 3.50 1.40 X 10-".! 
We defer to chapter 4 the complete description of the algorithm used, the rf'sults 
are obtained by the code labelled as code (c) there. But we brit•fly report on some 
Htatistics and observations here. 
The results are summarized in table 2.5.1 and figures 2.5.1 - 2.5.2. The notations 
"Etx'' and "E-x" mean logscale in the figure. The notations in the table have the 
following meanings: 
* Tal: local error tolerance (we use scalar error control here and set both absolute 
and relative error tolerance equal to Tal), 
* Nstep: number of steps, 
* Nsc: number of times stepsizes changed, 
* Hmin: smallest value of stepsize, 
* Hmax: largest stepsize, 
* Rmin: smallest value of hu+tf h71 , 
* Rmax: largest value of hu+t/h," 
"' Eabs: actual error at the endpoint. 
Robertson's problem is a typical stiff problem with its .Jacobian havin~ <Lit t•igt·n-
value of large negative real part. 
,\ 1 = 0. ,\1 -+ 0-, \, _. -to·•. for .r __. x.. 
Its solution components are quite smooth, so the stepsizes used iu the rntll· ~ruws 
very fast (around 10" when .r > 10;). This means the pro<lud of stl~psizt~s and 
the eigenvalue can reach lh.-'1 = 10111 , and the stepsizc is clearly not h<liiiJH.'red hy 
the stiffness of the problem (see also figure 2.5.1) . The second cxnmplt• has sewml 
narrow transient regions which are about 10% of the total intcgmtion interval. Tht• 
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Figure 2.5.2: T he Field-Noyes chemical oscillator 
Chapter 3 
Convergence analysis of VCM 
methods 
3.1 Introduction 
Prothero & Robinson (1974) were the first to notice an ordt. reduction phenomenon 
in the r.ontext. of stiff problems. They found that the adt: ~uate stability prop-
t~rt. ics together with classical order results would not suffice to characterize the 
global t•rror behavior of r.umerical methods. Frank & Schneid & Ueberhuber (1981, 
I HHiia, 1985b) studied intensively B-convergence properties for Runge-Kutta meth-
ods. Their idea was to study the global error bound of a numerical method 
!Ill"- y(.r,Jil :S ('/t 1'. for all hE [.r0 • r] 
with the l'Onstants (·and .1· independent of stiffness of the problem, then the method 
is said to be B-convergent of order Jl. For avoiding dependency on the Lipschitz 
l'nnstant .. instead, they considered the one-sided Lipschitz condition or logarithmic 
matrix norm for the convergence analysis of integration methods for nonlinear prob-
lt•ms. In an analogous manner, Lubich (1991) and Hundsdorfer & Steininger (1991) 
considered the convergeJ~ce properties for linear multistep methods . 
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In the definition of B-convergence, the global rrror hound ( 'h'' slllluld not dqwnd 
on 11/.1 11 and other derivatives .f~ .. fn·· /z1,, ••.. • However, Frank et. al (1\lH[,},) alsn 
pointed out that a succeEsful application of Newton's mdhod ran Ill' ~uaranlet•d only 
for problems with moderately sized second derivative of f (or similar propt•rtit•s of 
f). Lubich (1991) studied convergence for nonlinear st.ifl' problt'IIIS with a rnndil.ion 
of the form 
ll:\1' C~:~(y)- :\)II~ ( 
The assumption on continuity of .f!1 is reasonable, since in real compnt;dion mnsl. 
codes tend to keep the Jacobian fixed for as many E \ · as possible. 
In this chapter we consider tonvergence of VCM methods (2.1.1 ). Wt• iutalyzt• tlw 
convergence properties of VCM method::. for nonlinear stiff prnhlems in Sl'dion :u 
and derive the global error bound ( 'lt1' with constant ('independent of t}p· classical 
Lipschitz constant but dependent on the continuity of t.he flerivativ(~ f,,. 
In section 3.4 we consider solving auto!lomous singular perturbation problf'!IIS 
y' = .f(y.::). 
c::' = .tJ(!f, = ). 
.'1( .ro) = .'/u 
.::(.ro) :::: .::o. 
where y. :: r:: R"', by VCM methods of the form (2.Ll). 
( :t 1.1) 
Singular perturbation problems (SPP) form a special class of problems t:cJIIt.aiuin)!; 
a parameter c. When this parameter is small, the corresponding differe11tial systt~m 
is stiff; when c tends to zero, the system loses some of its highest derivativr:s a11d 
then becomes a diffF.:rential algebraic system. SP P have several origins in applir~rl 
mathematics such as fiu..J dynamics, nonlinear oscillations with l;1.rgc parlundt:rs and 
chemical kinetics with slow and fast reactions ( cf. ViLli der PrJI lfnfj, D(Jfnllrlicyn 
1947). A typical singular perturbation problem is van der Pol's equation ( ViLJI d1:r 
Pol 1926). 







Rescale the solutions by introducing f = ~. z1(t) = y 1(.r) . .:2(t) = t·.r.!(.r). In the 
Jl 
resulting equation the factor tt1 multiplies the entire second line of f. Substituting 
. r r d ., 1 b . 
agam .11 10r ::, .r ror I an fl. = ~ we o tam 
,,, 
, I 
(1- yf)y2- !/1· 
(3.1.3) 
For moderate values of JL or .: , Van der Pol's equation is easily integrated. But 
when 11 is large, say greater than 500, (i .e., .: is small), the problem becomes stiff. 
Hairer and Wanner (1991) point out the predictor-corrector Adams code DEABM 
of Shampine and Watts computes 451 steps and stops at .r = 8.61 x 10-·l with the 
mcs~mge "the problem appears to be stiff" for initial values y 1(0) = 2. y2(0) = 0 and 
.·1/o/ = w-i. !Ito/= 10--.z . We should note that DEABM is designed for non-stiff 
problems, so is not. suitable for singular perturbation problems. 
3. 2 Esthnation of the local error and related ra-
tional functions 
Since the von Neumann theorem will be cited in the following sections, we always 
assume the norm !I · II is the inner product norm II · il:.z and the logarithmic matrix 
norm Jt[·J is /1![·) from now on. Insert the exact solution of the initial v:llue problem 
(1.1.1) into VCM method {2.1.1) and obtain 
til 
= h i[I:t~.~dh'Q:,+k-l] .n.r .. +_,..'/(.r,l+.l )) +d., fl.: 
.J=H t=O 
(:L'2.1) 
where the perturbation terms duH are determined by theorem 2..1.1 ( t.heort•m '2.-\ .:1 
in the case of a linearly implicit method) with (J replaced by (J,H-I· 
We now connect the local error terms with the contradivity fundion h'( ~ ). Suh-
~raction of (3.2.1) from (2.1.1) yields for 11 2 0 
k s k ~-1 
L [z= (l~i)h'Q:l+k-1] 6.yH+J =It L [I: "·~i)/,'(/:.H-1] 6 f,+ .t + d,. tk 
j=O 1=0 J =II 1:11 
( :t2.:!) 
where the global errors 
As usual we define for j < 0 
and for convenience we further define additional quantities do, d 1 •• •• • tik -- I nccordin~ 
to (3.2 .2) for negative values of u. 
Noting the simplifying condition (2.2.4), we have from (:~.2.2) iLfter some manip-
ulation 
s 
"'I (t) b(•-',JI i(l' " ~ilk - k I (utk-1 W!f,tk 
i=O 
3 
- "[ (i) tl•-l)j/'(J' 1\ 
-- L...t (Lk-1- Jk-1 1· (u+k - l W !f, ,+k-l 
i=O 
k ·•-1 
+ h L I: b~i )/,'Q:lH- I[f:::.J,.+J- (J,.tk-l 6. !lutJj + t/,.+ 1. · 
; = 0 1:0 
Now define over R111 x"' 
,v(h,Q) := [tla~·,- b~,·-',1"-'Q·r' 
•=ll 
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r(h.(j) [~ [ ( I) I ( I- I ) ]I I ( l'] -I ~ [ ( I J I (I - I ) J I I ( )I - ~ tL 1: - II: I ( L......, II k-1 - Jl; -1 I ( . 
t=ll •=0 
p.2.4) 
tt.1(h.Q) .- [t[a~•J -1{'- 11]h'(J']-I~~~~I)h'(J'. forj =0.1./dvt.•.l.·. 
t=IJ •=IJ 
a.nd on R'" 
k 
h L q;(h. (J,+k-1 )[D.Jri+J- Cdn+k-1 6 .'/11 1-J] 
J=IJ 
By multiplying both sides of (3.2.3) with u•(h. (j 71+k-l ), we can rewrite it in the form 
Define 
71-1 IT ,·(h,(Jr) = 1. 
The recursion relations with respect to 6y1 imply 
6y" = t ['fi r(h. (j,-)J 6 Gu 
m=H l'=m 
71 [71-1 J k 
- L II r{fl, (j,·) , L q,{h. Qm-1 )[6fm-k+;- CJm-1 6 Ym-k+;] 
m =IJ f=m ;=ll 
+ :t ['fi r(h. (jr)] w(h. Q,._t)tlm. (3.2.5) 
tll=ll f=m 




For general VCM methods, it is better to write (3.2.5) as 
C:.yu = httk(h. Qu-I )[L::.f" - ()11-1 6. .II11J 
k-1 
+h LlfAh.C/ll-1)[6.!11-k+J- (jrt-l L::. .'111-\-+·tl 
+ '.f [YI r(h. q,.)] h t ,,_, (h. (/,,-1 )[L::.f, - ~-+.t --(J,,_, :.'\ ·''"' -k 1 ,j 
m:O F:m J=O 
11-1 [11-J ] 
+ L IT r(h.Qt) tl'{h.(Jm-1),/,, + lt•(h.CJn-dtl, . 
m=ll f=m 
( 'I ') .,) 
.) ...... ' 
We now consider r(h. (J}, tt;{h. (j) and rt•(h. Cj) in closer detail with ·-
still denoting the inner product corresponding to the Euclidean norm. 
Lemn1a 3 . 2.1 Ld { 11 ;~ l, bjil} lw 1/u· l't·.o;pr t'l i r!l' t'm.lJi l'it ' llf.o; of ( 2.-; -- '2. 2 .... - 2, .... ) , ( 2.o; ---
1. 2.-; - l,.o;), (28, 28.-") \ '('.\/ ITII 'Ihor/,o; ,.;afisfr;in!l (:!. / .. !), (:.! . .! .. {) and (:! .. 1 .• -...·j tl'illr 
,-; > 1. If It ,"iUJlll ' l/1'1 of nwlrit'f ,o; { Q,-} dtjiunl ot•t·t• R'" ' "' :;nfi:;jir.o; 
/(, < ''• CJ,u >::=; 0, fol' all 11 ~ C'" ant! all 1', 
thru 
Jlr(h, Q,-)11 ~ 1 for all (Jr. 
fllld 
for somr t'on.o;/rwls ('1, (':.!· Fnrllui'IIIOI'f', if 
lhrn llu n u·i,.;/s a rowilaul A', 0 < 1\ < 1, .'i ttrh thai 
1/r( h. (Jt)ll :S: 1.: for all (j, 
Jot· th.r (2.ii- 2. 2.-;- 2, ,'i ), (2s -- 1. 2"'- 1. .... ) Vf.'JI mdhod .... . 
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Jlmof. For each of the cases considered in the hypothesis, let J1 denote both order 
ancl numher of steps in the method. By hypothesis, H( z) defined on page 31 is the 
f11 -- s/.'] P;tde approximant of r =. From lemmas 1.6.2 and 1.6.3 we then have 
llr(h. Qr)ll = IIH(Mdr)ll :S sup IH(z)l :S 1. when 2.~ - 2 :S 11 :S 2.~. 
Re(:)~o 
The rational functions tl;( h.::) are bounded along the imaginary axis and are analytic 
in c_ since they have no poles in c_. Therefore by lemma 1.6.3 (von Neumann 
t.hcorcm), there exist constants ( '1• (.'1. such that 
and 
llrtAh,(j,·)ll :S sup lqAh . .:)1 :S ('1, 
Re(:)SU 
llrJ;(h , (J,.)IdJ,.jl :S sup !ttJ(h, ::).:1 :S Cz. 
Re(:)S!> 
When I' = 2s - 1 or Jl = 2.~ - 2, N(::) correspondingly is the [,.;- 2/.~J or [..,- 1/s] 
Pade approximant of 1 = thus 
sup IH(::)! :S fi 
Re(:)Sv 
with 0 ~ ,,. < 1. The last inequality of this result can be now obtained noting 
llr(h, Qt)ll = IIH(Qr)ll :S sup IR(.~)I :S H. 
Ret:)~,, 
0 
1 ') 1 ·) (2 . 2 . ·) /·'/\I II I · . t . f. ·, (;) I ")) ( '') I ' ) r:) •·> 1) artd r··> .) I.') , ~·' - , .-; , .~. ,'i, ,'i • 1111 101 ·' ,o;fl /,'i !JI 19 ...... , .. ) , ~ .. , .. , , -·-"/ ..... J.n 
, .. ith .~ '> 1. If fl ,'if'f/111'1/Cf of lllafricr..;; { Qr} defined OIJCI' crnxm ,,;;afisjif8 
fir < t', Qrt' >S O. fnr all v E em and all f , 
lhn1 for ,<;omr mn.-;/au/ (' 
{ 
Ch1'jJ., ·· ,'"·+l l(.r)lltl.r. 
llll'(h.(Jt_,)ddl ~ J't-~ 
(' (f;lf~111 6 .otrll + .f~~~lll 6 hll). 
fnl' 
/in· ll · ( '. ~-
tl'hrrr Jl drnolr . ..; thr· t'OI'/'t',-;pnndiuy Ol'tlr'l' of lhr mr !hod. 
Pmof. By definition 
1111•(h. CJr_i)rlrll = llh''+ 1 t ll'(h. ()i_l)h'CJL {k /,·,~' 1 (.,) .tf(,.+tl(.r,- _ ~ .. I 8!1)./.-.11 
t:::;IJ • lJ 
< h~'+' f. r.',llu•( h. CJr_ , )h '(J:._, II f II!/'' ~''( .,·,. -k- + .~h )II"·" 
i:O · tl 
< (.'h'' J.:~~ ll!!('•+tl(.l')lld.r 
We go from the second to the third inequality using the fact tlmt. ttt( h, () h' (' iH 
analytic in the left half plane and bounded along the inHLginary axis for i · __ -"· For 
f < !.·, we get the result by substituting tit into (:1.2.:3) directly. 1.1 
With essentially the same construction we also have: 
Lemma 3.2.3 Let {a;i) 1 b~i)} br lhr· 1'18fH"I'Iillf l'rlfjJi1·ir uls of(2.~ - '2, 2.-; - 2.s). (2., 
1. 2 ... - 1, . ..;), (2 . ..; , 2,.;, ... ) LIM mrtlwd,o,; ... nti...Jyiuy (:J .. f. 7}, (.:! . .f .8}, (.~.:! .. 1) rwtl ( :~ . :1.8) 
u•ilh ·" > 1. If a -"fiJilfiH'f' of 1/HLII'ir·r ·.o.; {CJ,} dtjiuul orwr (.'"'/"' sali:·;Jit ·" 
Rt' < v, QtiJ >:S 0, for allo ~ C'"' and all P, 
then for somr consla11l C 
{ 
( ,'hp-tlJ'I IIY(I•)(.r.)lltl.t:, 
llw(h. Q,_ t)d,ll :::; r,_k c(~t<11l6.'J'II + ,~tJ 11 ~f,ll), 
for {' ...- 1.: 
fnr 0 ·:: P "' 1.: 
ll'llf IT p drnofr .t.; tlu t'OITr.c;pondiu.fJ ordr I' of 1/u 11u llwrl. 
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3.3 Convergenc~ for nonlinear dissipative prob-
lems 
We ca.n now formulate convergence results for nonlinear problems. 
Th~or·em 3.:J.l Sllppo.~t !In· initial tJa/uc pmblrm (I. 1.1} .~alisjic.~ 
fL~ [fy(.r, y)] < 0. 
,1,.;.-;u,,,. fnrlhf'l' thai lhr .~ tnrliii!J 11alurs arc in a small neighborhood of thr r:ral'l 
solution. Thnt. lht· t'l'1'tl/'for F/M mrf/wds of f!JfJC8 (2.s- 2,2.-.- 2.8) , (2,., -1. 2 ... -
1,.-;). (2.~.2 . ., . .-.;) 8ttli.-;ftJin.IJ (:J.4 .. "I), (:.!.4.4), (2.::1 .. {) and (;J.:J.8) i.-; bounded by 
11.11,- y(.r,.)ll ::; e (max II!::,..'/; II + max II!::,. fJ II + h''1,.." llv("+ 1 >(.r}ll d.c) 
o::;;<k o::;;<k .r0 
fll'flt'idulthal M',M < 1 whcrr lhr ('011.~/rwt rl drpcnd.'i on the ('Ocj]icirllt ... nf lht 
1/ltlhod 111/d .\1 drpr·nd.-; Oil thr· I'OIItinuity of lhc .Jacobian. Thr l'0118lant e dcpend8 
ou ( ' 1 • . \1 and iltr lrnglh of the intf'!/l"afioll inlcrllal. 
/'roof. Denote ti1 := ll~t•(h , CJ;-l)d1 11. From {3.2.7), using the mean value theorem 
fur 6f,,-l.:+.n noting the fact that CJm-l = Jy(.r:m-t•Ym-d, and lemma 3.2.1, there 
exist a l't'nstant ( '1 dependent on the coefficients of the method such that 
k-l 
II 6 !lrtll < hCtll 6 J"- CJ11-l 6. !/nil+ hC1 L II 6 f u-k+; - Qn-1 6 Yn-k+j II 
;=U 
n-1 k n 
+hC't L L II 6. fm-l.:+j- Qm-1 /::,. Ym-k+;ll + L fim 
111 :U ;:0 m=O 
71 1.: 
the"\ L L 11/y (.l'm-k+i•Y(.rm-ktj) + lm-k+j 6 Ym-k+;) 
11 ' ) )=0 
" 
- /y{J'm-I,Ym-1 )II' II 6. Ym -k+i ll + L dm. 
rn=O 
lii 
Suppose there exists a constant .\/ such that for 0 ...:, I 1 < l. 
then 
11-J II 
1/6 l!H ll ::; he', J/jj6 .1/"'' + h(~· + 1)( ·,.\/ L II/:}. ,II,. II+ L ,i,,. 
'" ::11 "'::: II 
From the assumption hC'1 .l/ < 1, .ve have 
(k + 1)(', M '1.::.! 1 II -/16 Yn/1 :::; " 1 _ M, ,,1 2: II 6 !lm II + 1 _ M •. \1 2:: tt,,. I ~~<=ll I 111 ::::0 
Let ,\/* : = ( k + ; )~'\~/ and L • : = / . \1 t ,i,,, the above ran lht•n be writl.t•n 
1 - I ( J, 1 - !( I • 111 =IJ 
as, 
H-) 
116!/u// ::=;hM• L/lf:::..llm/1-1-L". 
ru:ll 
l .I 
By induction, and noting nh = .r,. - .ro and for j :::_ n. 1 , \I L ,i,, l- d I ' m ..:: IJ 
1 II -
1 - he \1 L: dm = L .. I 
I 1 m=O 
/16 Yn// < (lu~r- + 1t(hM*/16 .'lo/1 + 1:) 
< [exp(hM*W(/IJ\r-1/6 !Jo~l + L*) 
exp[(.rn- .rn)M*)(h.\/*11 6 !/nil+ 1-*) 
exp[(.t: 71 - .ro)M*] (I'·(' 'I// " II·L ~ 1- ) 
- l _ /t( ,' trf ttL , 1 1v w Yo r L., t '" . 
1 I 111 = II 
The result of the theorem now can be obtained by lemma 3.2.2. 
Similarly as above, we can get the theorem for LIM methods. 
0 
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Theorem 3.:J.2 Snpposr l/11 illifialt•ahu problun ( 1.1.1) . ...;afi.,jir.-; 
:1.-;.~tllllt flll'f!tn·t!tul slal'liugtwlut ·s ar·r in a.•.;rnallnf'ighborlwod afllu r.ral'l :;o/ulion. 
Tltt/1 lh.t t' ITot'for U .\1 mdhor/.-;ofl.IJJII'.-;(2.-;-2,2.-;-2,,.;), (2.-;-1,2.~-l,.o;). (2.-;.2s.s) 
sali.-;jyillfl (:.! .. {. 7), (:J .. f.8}, (:1.:1.4) a11d (2.;].8) i.-; bounded by 
11.11, - y(.,.")ll 
m/11 1'1 1/u t'fllt.'ilflllf n rfrpnufs Oil 1/u 1'011/inuity of fhr Jacobian of /hr prob/rm, /he 
r·r~t.J.]i,·intf .,· of lht · lltd!tod.-; and lltr lr11,qlh of !he in.lcgrnlion intcr·t~rzl. 
/'roof. Similar as proof of theorem 3.3.1, but use (3.2.6) instead of (3.2.7), 
It k-1 
II 6y,ll < hC, L L 111~1 (.l'm-k+J, y(.r:m-k+J) + lm-k+j 6 Ym-k+;) 
m=O ;=0 
11 
- fy(.l'm-1. Ym-dll · 116 Ym-k+JII + L (i,,l. 
m=O 
Suppose there exists a constant .\/ such that for 0 < lj < 1, 
ll.f11 ( .l'm-k+ J, l/(.r m- k+;) + /,1-1.:+ j 6 !lm-k+j) - f,,(.t• m -I • Ym-1) II ~ .\I, 
then 
ll-J ll 
11.0:. .th~ll ::; H·c, .\/ 2: II .0:. Ymll + I: Jm. 
m=O m=O 
II 
Let .\/· := N'1.lf and L" :=:: L tfm, the above then can be written as, 
m=O 
n-1 




II 6y,.ll < (h.\1· + l)"(fdl"\\6 Yoll + /.") 
< exp[(.ru- ·''n}.\l"](h.\rll6nnll +f."). 
The result of the theorem now can then be obtained by lemm<J. :t~.:L Ll 
As we noted in remark 2.4.4, the coefficients of VCM methods are mntinou:; 
functions of,. = h 2 / h1 when two stepsize are in use. Wt! can choose positiw mn-
stants ...... , n with w < 1 and n > 1 such that all coefficients are hounded if we rt•strid 
the stepsize ratio w:::;,. :::; n. So h·df, 1 2: ..,;JO when h"J -+ 0 . The theorems iu t.his 
section can be extended to variable stepsize VCM methods without. difficnlt.y. 
3.4 Convergence for singular perturbation prob-
lerns 
We consider cor.vergence when VCM methods arc applied to the autonomous sill· 
gular perturbation problems (3.1.1). In the event that the Lipschitz a.ssumpt.ion 
on f(.v , :) cannot be met, it becomes impossible to provide convergence estirnatt ~s 
independent of c. One could tailor the convergence results of section :l.:l, <dbeit. 
they would provide little insight. This is due to the dependence 011 . .:; that results 
from this approach. So we suppose that the singular perturbation problem has the 
properties 
• f(y,:) satisfies a Lipschitz condition with moderate Lipschitz crmstant . 
• /.t<![.g.::] ~ /1 < 0. 
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Let n := (y. ::)'I' E R'.!ut and F(ll) := (f(u), .~- 1 !J(u))'I' : R.!"•- R~"1 • The problem 
(:U.1) can he written simply as 
tt' = F(u.). u(.co) = llo. {3.4.1) 
The .Jacobian matrix of the problem i::. 
/•' _ ( fu 
" - --1 
1:. !/y 
r ) ( 1 o ) ( J,, .r= ) 
--1 = --1 . . ~ !1: 0 c I !Jy !l:: 
When .: is small, the eigenvalues of.'/: may be the dominant eigenvalues of the system 
(:U.1) (Ila.irer and Wanner (1991, pp 411)). Since Q in the VCM formulae does not 
nlfect the order, we base our analysis on the alternative selection 




1 CJ~.n+k-1 = ~!J::(!Iu+k-1, .=,t+k-1 ). 
Since 
(11) _ - • _ I, 
a J - 0 tor J - 0 . 1. .... " - 2. (0) a k -t = -1, 
then y,. is being solved by a. classical Adams method which is zero-stable. 
i I 
We insert the exact solution of (3.1.1) into the method p .. l.2) and hy mauipul<l-





tl [11-l ] 
+ 2::::: TI r(h. Che) '''(".Chm-dr,., 
m=O f=m 
wl,e:n~ t.he relation for 6.1/n can be explained as chasing the zero umtrix () in t.lw 
corresponding VCM formula. The following definitions are similar to thos1 ~ in ~il'diou 
3.2: 
and 
As usual we define for j < 0 
1\- ·- 0 1\ .fJJ ·.= (J. w~J .- ' ~ 
Lemma 3.4.1 Let {a~ 1 ), b~i)} Ol' lhf' rt·.<;prl'lim· t'Ot jjif'ir 11.ls of (2.o; - 2. 2.o;- 2. -" ). (:l.'i -
1. 2s- 1..~) VCM mf'ihod8 .wztisfyinrJ (2. /.JJ), (2. :~ .. 1) awl (J.:'/.8) milh. .-; ,. I. If 
i2 
1/, lo!Jfll'illuuir· 1101'111 1Jf thr .wqur r11·r of malrir·rs f(jr} drjinrd Ol'rl' C"'"'" .-;a/i.,jir.-; 
!'[Cj, J ·:::: 11 · ; 0. flu 11 fol' flli!J t'0/1 ... /an/.o; h. ::. /• 2: :: flu 1'1 r .r.isl mnslanf.;; (' , t·i. 0 < 
,. ... · 1. ·""' ,, lltiil 
h ( 1 )II .... , . ll - tt1 h.-Qr :.::: (. J = 1.2 ..... 1.- . 
- -. . 
l 1mof. Using lemma 1.6.3 (von Neumann theorem) and theorem 2.3.1 of Dekker & 
Verwer ( 1084, p. 43 ), we have 
l h 
lll'(h, - Qdll ~ II H( -CJr)ll S sup IH(.:)I ::; sup IH(.:)I::; ~< < 1. 
• .;; E. Hd=J 5;1w/! Ud = .l~v 
for h ~ .:: . 
From t.he condition < r·, (dfl' >~ l"l[CJ,·] :S 11 < 0 we know Q( 1 exists, 
~ 11 1/., ( h · ~(/1')11 = ~II[~( ai'1 - b~i-·l l )h'( ~CJr );J -I ~bY) h'( ~(Jt)ill 
= II [ :t( ot,il - bi'-1 >)hi ( ~Qr )']-I I: b~'l h'+1 ( ~Ch)i+l Q;:-' 1  
r=O ~ i=U ~ 
~ IICJ£ 111 sup l:qJ(h . .:)l. 
Re(::)So 
The second inequality is now proved since 11Qf'111 is bounded as IIQ(111 :5- (tL:,![Qt]f1 S 
_ ,,-•, '' is a. negative constant, tf;(lt. :) has no poles inc_ and l=rJ;(h . .:)1 is also 
bounded in c_. 0 
Luhich (1991) gives a convergence result with restrictions on the eigenvalues of 
.'l:(lJ . .:) for reasons of stability of the employed underlying multistep method. We 
can give t:'~st•ntially the same result except relax the eigenvalue restrictions given the 
stronger stability properties of the VCM methods considered here. 
;:~ 
Theoren1 3.4.2 .-\...; ... umc t/11· lo!larilh111ic ma/1·i.r nor111 of .rf: .-;a/i...;.fit ·" 
Jl-.d.'/:(.1/ • .:-)] :::; II < 0. 
dt nl 111 i!lhborhood of th,- r.rnl'l ,..;ofulion and I hal It ~ !1 0 with h0 -"11_(/i, ·il'lti!y 81/11111 /J,I 
indrpnuh nl of.:. Thru tlu· rl'l't>l' for fl.\/ 1111'1/wtf . ..; of lyf1r·.o.; (2.-; -· :!. 2.-. - :.!. s ), (~.-; -
1. 2s- 1. s) sali,o;fyill!/ (:J .. f .. ~). (.! .. f .. f} . (:J.J .. {) and (:J .. U·O ;,., lwundttljin· h .' .-- l!y 
ll!!n - !J(.r,,)JJ +II="- .:-(.rn)JJ 
< ('(h''fJ·., ll!/'•+1)(.:·)11 t!.r + "r /J·, ll=('·+ll(.r)ll t!.r 
ro • J'n 
+ ,J~1afk II 6 !!J II + lf~;a<~ .. ll 6 f1 II + ( 1t + ,,~~) t:~l}~111 .0. ::,II + ~~~~-~xk II D. _,,_,11)) 
with 0 < p < 1. Tlu· t'tJ/18tan/,o; (,' and p an ir11hpn~rlr rd nf :-· and It. 
Proof. Define 
f._, ::=: 111( h. (/~ . .r - 1 )r 1• 
From (3.4.3), using the assumed smoothness of .f( !f, .; ) and lemma :~. 2.1, there t•xist 
constants M, N such that 
[[6 !11111:::; h. t (:HIJ6 !1;[[ + :VIJ6 =.~II) + t IJrl,[[. 
J=ll .J=!l 
(:~.1.fi) 
From {3.4.4), using lemma 3.4.1, there exist constants L, ~: 1 , ,,- stwh that 
~ ( ) ,!.!..... 116 Zu[l:::; LJ''rt-J Lllf:.. !IJII + ~ 1[[6 ::J IJ + i...J ,..."-.111 1-JII' 
J::;O J = O 
The rest of the proof is along the similar lines as in Hairer & Wanner (I !I!J I, pAll-
415). Now define the sequence {IL,.}, {P,} by 
Uu h t (.HIll+ N I;J) + t llrlJJ[, 
J = U J=lt 
1)11 t 1\II - J ( /,ll) + t: JIJ)) + t ,. .. -) lif=,ll -
J=II J =- fl 
(:~.'1.7) 
By induction one can show that 
116y,.ll :S ll,., 
pr()vidcd ~ 1 .~ 1, and h < ltu . Rewrite {3.4. 7) as 
11 11 = II,._ I+ h .\ltl,l + h.\"r•u+ II ,j" II 
''" = ,,.,.,._1 + /,11, + :"JI'H+ II (,. II 
Sol vin,; for 11 ,, t' 11 • we get 
where 
·\(/) _ (1+0{h) O(h) ) 
• I - 0{1) p+O(h) 
and 
II,/,. 11::; ('I (11 ,j" II+ II;-:, 11). 





If .: 1 is small enough so that p := (1 !:_ .:!) < 1 and if h :::; h0 , then the eigenvalues 
nf .·\(h) are distinct and :\(h) c<m be diagonalized as 
..t(h) = '1'-l(h) ( 1 + ~J(h) P + ~J(h)) T(h) , T(l) _ ( 1 O(h)) 
I - \ O(h) 1 
Inserted into (3.4.10) the lattf·- yields 
where I' = ,../(1- .::· 1). This is done using the continuity of !J:(y • .z) and knowing ~1 
nm be made arbitrarily small by assumption provided h itself is sufficiently small. 
;;, 
The statement of the theorem now follows from lemma :L2.::! and t.ht• dt·linilion:; ••f 
ll 
Similarly we have 
Theorem 3.4.3 f 1ndrr t/11 a . .;.•ullllfJlion . .; of tlu on 111 . / .. f . .!. 1/u , J'l'ol' fol' U.\1 llltlh-
od . .; of lypr.~ (2-"- 2.2 . ;;- 2.s ), (2s -1. 2,o;- 1..-:) .o;a/i,.;fyillf/ (! .. f. 7). ( .! .. { .. "'), (:! .. ! . ;) 
and (:!.:J.8) i . .; boundul for h ?: ::; by 
llYn- y(.r,.)ll + 11.:-n- .:-(.r,.)ll 
< c(h"-l .£.:·, II.IJ(J•+I)(.I')II t!.t' + ,,.-t .!.::" ll.::(l•l(.r)ll t!.r 
+ ~~~. 116 YJII + ,:r;~1116 J~ ll + (h + p") t:~1Ja<11!6 ::,~II + .~~·.:~xk II A !l,ii)) 
with 0 < (I< 1. The ,·ou.~lanls (' nnd p arr indrpnulr·ul of .-: and h . 
Ht mark 3.4.4 Theorems 3.4.2-3.4.3 also hold for corresponding variable stt•p r:ze 
methods in as much as /, .1 -t 0 while the ratio h·J h: 2 w > 0. 
3.5 Example 
We have tested the (5, 5, 3) method on van der PoPs equation 
Yt(O) = 2 
y:z(O) = --0.66. 
(:u;.I) 
.:;y~ ( 1 - !Jf )!1'2 - .'II 
integrated over [0. 2] and set::; = 10-fi. We note that the assumptions on smoolluwss 
of the functions f and g in the begining of section 3.4 are satisfi•·d by this partieular 
SPP in all of the integration interval except /t<![!l.·] :,.... 0 in two narrfJW tra.nsif:nt 
intervals. 
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Table :LS.l: Results of FIM (5,.5,3) code for van der Pol's equation 
Selection Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs 
,'•/(j I 10-fi 1281 294 2614 296 604 1.42 X 10-• 
10-1 553 137 1478 139 370 3.23 X 10-4 
,C,'(J/. w-" 1316 301 2700 303 622 7.32 X 10-7 
10-:l 546 129 .!.424 131 344 3.23 X 10-4 
-
The description of code is again left to chapter 4 where we always choose the 
matrix (J in VCM formulae as the fnll Jacobian of the corresponding problem. For 
van der Pol's equation, the full Jacobian is 
(l = ( !y 
( C: I [/y ) . 
Whereas we also test here the setting 
according to our analysis in section 3.4. Denote the former and the latter setting 
(J respectively as ,'-I'(J1 , S'Q2. Illustrated in figure 3.5.1 is the Y1 component of the 
solution and the stepsizes used in the computation. We list the results in table 3.5.1. 
The entries noted in the table correspond to: 
• Tol: local error tolerance (we use scalar error control here and set both absolute 
and relative error tolerance equal to Tol), 
• Nstep: number of steps, 
• Nsc: number of ::tepsize chanp-·~s, 
• Nfe: number of function evaluations, 
, , 
• Nje: number of Jacobian evaluations, 
• Nlu: number of LU-decomposition, 
• Eabs: actual absolute error at end point. 
We can see from the table the numbers of function and .Jacobian evalu<tl.ions and 
of L U -decompositions are similar for both selections. But the code with selection 
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0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2 X 
Figure 3.5.1: van der Pol's equation 
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Chapter 4 
Implementation and numerical 
testing 
4.1 Implementation 
To use the VCM methods efficiently, we implement them in va.riable slepsi:r.t~ form 
and an increase in stepsize is considered only if the stepsize has been mnsta.nt for 
l·- 1 steps (where k is the number of steps in the formubt being used). 
Even though the powerr. of the Jacobir-.n matrix appear in the formul:L, one should 
always avoid matrix multiplication in a practical implementation. The numhcr of 
operations in matrix multiplication is approximately 11 :1 while the work in :t real 
LU-decomposition is about n:J /3 operations. Moreover, as is often in licated in the 
literature ( eg. see Enright 1973) matrix multiplication destroys sparseness, wherca:-; 
LU-decomposition retains sparsity. Since many large dimensional problems <LJ>JH!ar 
in sparse form, retaining this structure is quite important. 
We can avoid matrix multiplication by factoriT'g the denominator pnlynmnia.l of 
Pade approximant to c-=. For implementation, we rewrite (2.1.1) in the form 
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[tlll:'1h'(J:.] !1 .. +1; = tlt'(j:, I: [-ll;1 ).tf,.+; + h~' 1 hf,.+J]. (4.1.1) 
t=IJ 1=ll ;=0 
Furthermore, we factor the left hand side of ( 4.1.1) and represent the right hand 
side nsing the nested multiplication scheme, that is, 
tl!o(/dJ" - 1111/)(hQ"- w'21) · · · (hQ"- w .• /)!J,.+k 
k-1 
2:: [-~~~" 1!/"+J + bj"1hf"+.l] 
,1=11 
k-1 
{ '[ (:.!) ('l) ] + /dJn L-, -aJ .'In+} + /,j hfn+J 
1:0 
+ h(J,. ~ [ -IL~3).1J11+; + b~s) hf"+J]} · · ·} { 4.1.2) 
;=0 
Now for the right hand side, th-er•:! are only matrix-vector rr.·.1ltiplications involved. 
To solve t.he above linear system, we use the approach suggested by Willoughby (see 
Enright (1973)). For a complex pair w. fv, w with non-zero imaginary part, consider 
solving the problem 
(h(J- w/)(!J(J- IV /)y = b (4.1.3) 
where ,11 and bare real vectors, q is a real matrix. This equation can be solved using 
a single complex LU decomposition. Setting 
(h.Q -- ml)y = ::, 
we can determine :: by solving the complex system 
(hQ- wl):: = b 
~I 
Since both hQ and .'1 are real, we can equate i1··~.ginary parts of (•t .l.:n <md nht.ain 
!I= Im(:)/Im{u·). 
Thus for each real root, we need a real LU-dccompol:iition . For a. p;tir of eolltph·x 
roots, we need a single complex LU-decomposition which is four times <Ls mtwh 
work as a real LU-decomposition. If the correspondin~ formula has 8 1 n•al ronl.s 
and .~"J complex pairs of roots, we can solve {4.1.1) by ... , real LU-clccompositions, s~ 
complex LU-decompostions and s 1 + ·"'l ba.cksolves. For example, we need tHI(' real 
LU-decomposition for a method with 8 == 1, one complex LU-dccomposition for a 
method with ,.; = 2, one real and one complex when 8 = :J. 
Finally, in our codes Jacobian updates arc performed only when t.hc stepsizt! is 
changed. 
To implement a variable stepsize method efficiently, one needs a stepsize chan~in~ 
strategy and an esdmate of the local error at each step or at several st.cps. 
As is commonly done, we use the following formula for chosing a new stepsize. 
( lol) k!l h.rww = lwld ·fa('· -( ' 1'1' 
where hold, !mew are old and new stepsizes respectively, lo[ is the error toler;wct~ , 
e1'r is the estimated local error and fac is a safety factor which is usually chosen 
between 0 and 1 (we use fac == 0.8). 
Two popular ways to implement variable stepsizes method are: 
• use one formula with two stepsize sequences, obtain the error cstim;Lte by local 
extrapolation; 
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• use a pair of methods which belong to ~ family with differer.t order ( eg., some 
classical H.K pairs) or with same order ( eg. predictor-corrector methods). 
We implement the above two different strategies for the fourth and fifth order 
Ll M methods, we also implement FIM methods oi the fourth and fifth order in the 
predictor-corrector form. We then test the three codes on a set of 17 problems. Now 
we begin with a description o£ these codes. 
Code :1: This approach is based on the classical idea of Richardson extrapolation 
(see for example, Atkinson 1989). Let p denote the order of the method in use. For 
given stepsize h and .t" 01 +k_ 1 at which the solution has been accepted, the code will 
compute two steps at stepsize h to give an estimate 
Then a double step from .r,. of size 2h is taken to give another estimate 
If the <thove two estimates are used to solve for the error term, we obtain 
(. hl•+1 = !ln+k+1 - !ln+k+l 
1 2P+I - 1 . 
The above can serve as an estimate of the local error and we can also locally r .rtrap-
olaft· the solution to 
- Yn+k+l - !Jn+k+l 
!lu+k+l = Yn+.k+1 + 2P+ 1 _ 1 • 
If the error tolerances are met on every second step, the intermediate steps are also 
accepted without a second explicit error check for them. Thus the overall method 
cannot have order greater than Jl + 1 since local <.•xtrapolatiun is performl'd nnly 
every second step. Methods of type ( 4. 4. 2) and ( 5. 5, :1) haw bet..•n t"mlcd. E:ll'h uf 
these uses methods of orders one and two for generating t.he lll'l'essary start-up tlat.a 
and thus are self-starting. For the ( 4. 4. 2) code, stepsize changt•.s art• cnnsidt·rt'd 
after PVPry four steps and the Richardson extrapolation scllt'mc hlt•nds in wl'il wit.h 
this requirement. In order to allow for stepsize change to LHTHr afh•r l'Vt•ry tiVt' 
steps in the (5, 5, 3) code, a slight modification to the strategy is ncl'dL•!l. Our 
approach used h~re is to compute Richardson extrapolation with two lmlf stcps/otH~ 
full step combination for the first step, then a pair of double step calculations thus 
generating a complement of five consecutive steps with no more thau two stepsizt•s 
in use. Finally, at order p, a stepsize change is considered after /' consceutivr~ skps 
only if the stepsize control formula suggests a step ratio greater than 1.1 for t.he 
next set of p steps. In the data presented later, we note the large number of LU 
factorizations this code necessitates. In actual fact, about half of these factorizations 
could be spared with further allocation of memory to the code. The codes used lwre 
are a modification of those presented in Charron ( l99:·q which in their original cb;i~n 
permit stepsize changes to occur as frequently as on every step. 
Code b: The local error is estimated by a pair of LIM methods which are bof.h /.· stt!p 
methods with different free parameters chosen to dett>: mine coefficients of the meth-
ods. The coefficients of one method are determined according to Theorem 2.4.1 - ·2.4. :~ 
to minimize the complexity of the error term and this is used as the main method to 
calculate the approximation values of .'}11 • A second selection of pamrncters ~i ves a. 
formula whose approximations are used only for error estimation. According to thc-
c..~:em 2.4.3 with the usual localizing assumption ( !In+ 1 = y( .r.,.+ 1 ), j = 0 , l, ... , J.:- I.) 
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in place, we have 
'I 
y(.r,.+J;)- .rf,+k = 2:: hi(J;,(r·1 h1'y(r>l (.rn+i.:) + cJ(h"+l )) ( 4.1.4) 
1=0 
whereas with Ji,IH 
'I 
( . ) - _ ,-- 1 ~( 1 1 (-:I ,-1 11'- ll ( . ) 'J(/1'-r+t)) 
.'1 .I ~t+k - !lt~+k -· L I ( rr r r I .'/ .lrr+k + ( I (4.1.5) 
r=ll 
since the seledion of parameters for .li11+k satisfies (2.2.2)-(2.2.3) only. When work-
ing with stiff problems, IIQ,Il is not of moderate size and therefore the principle 
contri butim.s to the local error term in ( 4.1.5) originate with the terms \Vhose index 
satisfies i 2 1. Thus the difference !ia+k - .'ln+k obtained from the difference of equa-
tions ( 4 .1.4) and ( 4.1.5) above will provide an estimate for the local truncation ~rror 
expressed in (4.1.5). We can see from (4.1.2) that the left hand side is independent 
of the parameter selection, so the pair c<...t share the same LU decompositions. The 
codes start from low order methods (1, 21 •• • • 1..·- 1), so they are also self-starting. 
Code c: Charron (1993) tested VSFIM methods, which are variable stepsize FIM 
mct.hods without the re >iction on only two stepsizes in the current k-steps, in 
the predictor-corrector form where the nonlin~ar equations in VSFIM formulae are 
solved by fixed point iteration. He noticed VSFIM performs better than VSLIM 
code and has more reliable local error estimate as 
(I') 
where r.> 11 _ 1.,1 can be expressed as an integration of the polynomial to the data 
{ (,/'PI - ,1' /rr- ,I ) } • j = 0, 1. • • . , q :::; /..• - 1. 
Here we consider implementing VCM methods in the predictor-corrector form, 
with the nonlinear equations solved by simplified Ne\vt.on it.eratitJII. Fnr VCl\lnll'lh-
ods, ( 4.1.1) can be adjusted to 
[ t ~~~!) h'cJ:},,+k - 11 [~ t{'l h' (J:lr .. +k 
r=O r=ll 
·' k-1 
= L h;(J:, L [ -~~ -~r).'l•d· J ·i· !Jjrl h f" I·.J ] . 
r=ll .J=O 
(·I. l.li) 
This is a nonlinear system for Yu+k since fu+k = f( .r ,. +k-.1/ •r n·). Applyin,.; Nt•wf., ,n 
iteration to ( 4.1.6), we have 
{ (~ai')hiQ:,J- h [~ l{')h;CJ:,]fu(.r"+k·.'l"+k)} (y!:~tll- .'/!;';\) 
- r~ {t)/j(li] [111) I [~'(r)/t(l']J·IIIll ~/'(1' ~:.! [ (1) / (1)/ ,. I 
- - l~llk 1 ~11 Yu+k + 1 ~ 1k 1 (u n +/.: +~I r:,. ~ - ti .J .'lotl .l I· 11 I."IJ • 
r=O r=ll r=ll 1=11 
We replace the Jacobian f 11 (.1' n+ln !JnH·) evaluated at .1' 11+k by (j,, which is an approx-
irnation of the Jacobian. Then the simplified Newton iterations for ( 4.l.6) lwcouws 
s 3 k- f 
= L h'Q:, (-a~i).'J~;~Jk + l{')h.f!,'~1k] + L h'(J:. L [ -1/~1).'/ut- 1 ·I /,~'lhf~~d~-1.7) 
r= ll r=ll .J= Il 
Note that if the predictor and corrector are of the same order, then tlw mat.ricc·s 
in ~he left hand side of (tl.l.l) and (4.1.7) are equal. We use a LIM <LS p~edidor 
and the same order FIM as corrector, so the code can share the LU-decomp(Jsition . 
For simplicity, we adopt the PECE mode described in Lambert ( Hl9l, p.l01) wh•.!W 
only one iteration for the corrector is allowed at each step. 
Error control: All three codes use a weighted error control as in tht! popular welt~ 
I SODE. Define the error weight as 
t1ut[j ] := alol[j] + l'fol[f ,!f,.'i(y[j]) , for j = 1, 2 ... . , m 
where atol and rio/ are ab!'olute and relative c•rwr t.oll•rann•s rt•spl'dl\'t•ly. If in tlw 
current step, r l'r [j ]/ r ll'i[j] S 1 for j = 1. 2 ..... 111, Wt' i\l'<'l'pt. t.lll' rc•stt!t at that. stt•p, 
otherwise, it is n rejected step. When a.ll a/o/[.i] ar<' equal and 1'/o/[j] art• t•qual, 
we essentially have scalar error control. Scalar error control is suitahlt· for most. nf 
our test problems. For simplicity, we always set. alo/[j] = rlol[j] :::: '/',,[ for all t.c•st 
problems in next section except for Robertson problem. 
4.2 N utnerical testing results 
The first extensive test set for stiff p;:oblems \\as presented hy Enrip;ht l't al (I !17fi ), 
and was later supplemented by Enright & Hull ( 1976). Byrne & llindmarsh (I !IH7\ 
presented another test set which contains 10 test problems. We ehoose all I 0 prnh-
lems from Enright & Hull ( 1976) and the first 6 pr.:Jhlcms from Byrne & llindnmrsh 
(1987). 
Problem 1. (chemical pyrolysis) 
!/~ = -7.8!1 X 10-lll!/1 - 1.1 / 107 .IJI.Ih .'/1 (0) == 1.76 ·"' JO - ·I 
.'/~ = 7.89 X 10-IO !/J - 1.13 X 10!1 !h!/:1 y-.!(0) = () 
!/1 = 7.89 X 10-IO!/J - 1.1 x 10
7 !11!/:! 
+1.13 X 10:1.'}<1 - 1.13 X 10~ 1 !h'h .'/:~ (0) = 0 
!J~ = 1.1 X 107 ,1/J,I/a- 1.13 X 10:1_1/:l.'/:l !J.I(O) = 0 
Integration interval: 0 ::; I :::; 1000. 
Problem 2. (chemistry: Robertson ( 1966)) 
!J~ = -0.04y1 + O.Ol!h .'h .'lt(O) = I 
I '}. Y3 = 30!h :'J:!(O) = 0 
8i 
Integration interval: 0 :C I ;;:: 40. This is the scaled Robertson problem obtained 
from Prohh!m ll by transform 
Problem:~ . (chemistry: Bjurelet al (1970)) 
I ·l 2 !/., = -y., + 10 !h. 
Integration interval: 0 ~ I ::; 20 . 
Problem 4. (chemistry: Gear (1969)) 
y~ = -0.013y1 - lOOOyt.'l:l 
ll~ = -2500lf2ll:l 
y 1(0) = 1 
.'J:l(O) = 0 
.'J.t(O) = 0 
y1(0)=1 
!1:.!(0) = 1 
.1A = -0.013,tlt - lOOOy, !l:l- 2500Jh!h Ya(O) = 0 
Integration interval: 0 ::; I S 50. 
Problem 5. (reactor kinetics: Liniger & Willoughby ( 1967)) 
!I~ = 0.01 - [1 + (.r/1 + lOOO)(.IJt + 1)]{0.01 + .'/1 + !lz) Yl (0) == 0 
!I~ = 0.01 - ( 1 + !11)(0.01 +!It + .'12) 
Integration interval: 0 ::; f S 100. 
Problem 6. (dynamics of a catalytic fluidized bed: Luss & Amundson (1968)) 
y~ = 1.3(,11:3 -.'II) + 10400ky2 y1 (0) = 761 
.'/~ = 1880[y., - .'1:.!(1 + '•)] 
.r/3 = 1752 - 269,11:1 + 267y, 
.~~:. = 0.1 + 320.'1:.! - 321!1-t 
Yz(O) = 0 
.'13(0) = 600 
ll-t(O) = 0.1 
where~·= r :W.';'-tC.tHJ/"1• Integration interval: 0 :::_ I ~::: 1000. 
Prohlem 7. (thermal decomposition of ozone: Lapidus t•l. 11l t I Hi·l)) 
ll; = -Yt- .'lt!l~ + 294y~ y1(0)-= 1 
.'/~ = .1/t(l- yJ/98- ~.111 .'1!(0) = 0 
Integration interval: 0 ~ I ~ 240. 
Problem 8. (nuclear reactor theory: Liniger & Willoughby ( l%7)) 
.'/; = 0.2(!11 -.'It) 
y~ = lOyt - (60- 0.125.tJ:t).l/'.! + o. I25.tl:l yAO) = n 
I - 1 
.'h- .'1:1(0) = () 
Integration interval: 0 :::; I :::; 400. 
Problem 9. (oscillating chemical system: Field & Noyes ( 1!17 4)) 
where 
I ( '1.) ( ) 
.'h = s !/1- .'/t.'h. +.'It -'/.'It .1/t 0 = ,. 
.'f~ = (!J1- l/'1.- .'/tl/'1.)/N 
y(l == 11{1/t - .'1:1) 
y'J.(O) = 1.1 
.'1:1(0) = 4 
,o; = 77.27, /1) = 0.1610, ,, = 8.375 '/ 10 - ti. 
whose solution over (0~ 300] is desired. 
Problem 10. (enzyme kinetics: Garfinkel et al ( 1966)) 
y; = 10 11 {-3!Jt.'/'l. + 0.0012y.,- 9!JJ.'I:!) .'lt(O) = 3.:l6S / 10- 7 
.11~ = -3 X 1011 Y1!h + 2 X 107y" !1'1.{0) = 8.261 / 10-:1 
y; =- 1011 ( -9yl !Ja + O.OOly.l) !1:1(0) = 1.642 / w - :t 
y~ = 1011 (3!JJ.Ih - 0.0012y,. + 9lJt!J:J) y.,(O) = 9.;-J8 /. 10-'; 
Integration interval: 0 :::; t :::; 100. 
The following are six problems from Byrne & Hindmarsh ( 1987). 
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Prnhlcm 11. H.ohertson's Problem 
.'/~ = -0.04!Jt + l0 1.'12!1:J Yt (0) = 1 
!J~ = 0.04!/t - 10 1.1h.l/:l- 3 X !O';'fh'h Y:z(O) = 0 
!1~1 = :3 / 10-;-.'12!/2 !J:J(O) = 0 
Integration interval: 0 ::: I :::; 4.0d7. 
Problem 12. The Field Noye~ chemical oscillator. This is the same problem as 
Problem 9 except the integration is from 0 to 600. 
Problem 13. Two Spedes Diurnal Kinetics 
with 
y; = -l.·t!lt!/:1 -l.··l!lt!/'J. + 21.·:~(/)y:~ + 1.·.,(1)!1·2 .'JI(O) = 10'; 
.'1~ = h't!lt!l:l- k}.!/1.'/'2- 1.·.,(1.)!1'2 .'1'2(0) = 101'2 
A't = 1.63 X 10--. i 
/..-}. = 4.66 X 10-11\ 
{ 
exp[-a,/ sinwl] , sine...•/. > 0 
k, = 
0. sin u,•/ :::; 0 
1t:1 = 22.62. a.1 = 7.601 
w = n"/43200 
j:::: 3, 4 
and the integration interval is 0 :::; I :::; 8.64 x 10;;, or 10 days. 
Problem 14. A Kidney Model 
.'1; = a(.rJ:J- y.)y.J !J:z y 1 (0) = 1.0 
.11~ = -a(!I:J- !It) !1'2(0) = 1.0 
.1A = ( b - f{.rJa - !J:,) - tZli:J(!J:J - y.)]/114 !/.'3( 0) = 1.0 
.11~1 = a(ya- .'It) y.,(O) = -10 
y~ = -('(!/.~- .IJ:J)/rl !/5(0) = 0.9 
wit.h 
a = 100. b = 0.9. c = 1000, d = 10. 
Problem 15. A Laser Oscillator i\lodel 
,·, = - r .. ' r;' + . i) + I n(O):::: -1 
r,:, = o(pn- rr) + r(l + n) t;'(O) = 0 
with () = 1.5 X 10- 111 • :1 = 2.s :..:. w-•• 
fl = O.H 
(j = 0.18, T = 0 .016. 
The interval is 0 ::; I ::; 0. 7 x 101; . 
Problem 16. Burgers' Equation 
0 :::; .1' ~ 1. f 2: 0 
This is a partial differential equation with travelling wave solutions. It i:; disrrdiz•·d 
along the .r axis with a uniform mesh and we replace all spatial clcrivativt·s hy 
CP.ntered finite difference analogues: 
where 6 = V 
1 
. Initial and boundary conditions are: ; + 1 
lli(O) = (1 + exp(i 6/211)]- 1, 
u0(l) = [1 + exp( -l/411)]-1, 
UN+1(t)= [1+exp(.},- ./,, )]-
1
• 
We chose 11 = 0.04, N = 50 in the test. 
i = 1, 2, . . . , N 
The last problem we tested is the van der Pol equation which can he dassified 
as singular perturbation problem. 
Problem 17. (van der Pol's equation: (van der Pol 1926)) 
y; = !h. Yt(O) = 2 
!J~ = ((1- yf)y:.l- Yt)/f. .tf:I(O) = - 0.66 
with : = w-li on the interval [0. 2]. 
The test results are s:·wwn on table 4.2.1- 4.2.12. The notations in the tables 
h1LVC the following meanings: 
• To!: local error tolerance {see page 86 for detail about the error control) , 
• N step: number of steps, 
• Nsc: number of stepsizes changed, 
• Nfe: number of function evaluations, 
• Nje: Humber: of .Jacobian evaluations, 
• Nlu: number of LU-decomposition, 
• Eahs: absolute error at end point. 
• Erel: relative error according to the component with the largest abstract value 
at end point. 
Th(• last two items are estimated by comparing our solution to that obtained by 
calling IMSL subroutines with a tolerance of l.OE-10 (problem 13 is a challenging 
problem, only one significant figure can be obtained by calling both IMSL and NAG 
subroutines). We restrict the stepsize ratio r ~ 3.5. The numerical test is performed 
on a MIPS M/120s machine in double precision. 
·.~able 4.2.1: Results of LIM {4,4,2) on problems 1-5 
Problem Code Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
PI (a) 10-6 68 18 74 18 68 2.69 X 10-7 1.66 x 1o- ·• 
10-3 44 12 50 12 44 7.32 X 10-7 4.53 X 10-·l 
(b) 10-6 46 15 49 17 18 3.23 X 10-7 2.07 X 10-l 
10-3 43 14 46 16 17 1.00 X IQ-'> 6.63 X 10-'l 
P2 (a) 10-ti 192 43 198 43 192 4.53 X 10 ·I 1.59 >< 10- 5 
10- 3 64 17 73 17 70 s .o3 x w-2 2.83 _,.: 10- 'l 
(b) w-ti 457 31 460 33 34 2.94 X 10-7 1.03 Y 10-s 
w-3 73 23 76 25 26 1.50 )<. 10-3 5.08 /.. 10- ~. 
P3 (a) w-'' 192 48 203 48 202 2.57 >< w-,... 1.08 ..: 10 ;-, 
10- 3 84 22 99 22 102 3.12 X 10-ti 1.03 ,· to-•· 
(b) w-o 165 47 168 49 50 2.so ?- w-t~ 9.61 .-: w-'J 
w-3 66 2' tJ9 23 24 8.67 :-: w-·• 3.40 ..- to -·· 
P4 (a) 10 6 56 14 62 15 56 3.85 X 10-fi 2. 74 / 10-" 
w-3 36 10 42 10 36 2.oo x w-s 1.42 ,.· 10-'· 
(b) w··ti 32 10 35 12 13 s .56 :·· w-·· 3.84 • Io-·· 
w-3 31 1C' 34 12 13 9.31 ·· w-·~ 5.40 .· 10- 1 
PS (a) _; ') ti 100 22 130 24 140 3.28 ·' 10 I 2.90 . 10 I 
w-3 40 11 46 11 40 L06 . w-.! 1.06 . Hr .! 
(b) w-ti 107 33 122 35 40 5.60 "' w-·> 4.85 .. Hr'· 
w-3 34 11 40 13 15 1.37 . 10- 1 1.20 . 10- 1 
r.; 
Table 4.2.2: Results of LIM (4,4,2) on problems 6-10 
Problem Code Tal Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
P6 (a) w-6 212 29 225 31 222 1.73 .-< w-~ 1.-12 " 10 ;; 
w-:J 64 16 73 16 70 2.34 :x w- 2 1.93 >·; w-" 
(b) w-6 578 167 647 169 192 1.91 x w-.! 1.58 " w-~ 
10-3 61 19 64 21 22 1.24 x w- 1 1.03 X 10-·1 
P7 (a) 10 6 88 22 94 22 88 4.22 x w-ll 1.08 X 10-il 
10-3 44 '2 50 12 44 2.36 :' w--t 6.03 :.. w-·l 
(b) 10-6 50 15 53 17 18 1.36 :.. w-s 3.78 x to-" 
to-3 34 11 37 13 14 6.12 x w-·• 1.63 _... 10-:\ 
P8 (a) w-6 372 18 394 26 398 2.34 x w-s 1.21 x 1o- 1·' 
10-3 64 10 84 16 86 2.79 X 10- 1 2.13 x w-~~ 
(b) 10-o 880 82 883 84 85 6.03 X 10-7 1.18 X 10- J.l 
w-3 121 38 124 40 41 1.57 x w-:l 1.14 X 10- 15 
pg (a) w-ti 1044 95 1229 152 1340 g.lQ X 10-S 1.83 x w-5 
w-3 212 33 295 49 334 2.58 X 10° 1.41 X 1011 
(b) w-o 1763 400 1772 402 405 1.51 x w-" 3.42 X 10-ti 
w-3 331 103 379 105 121 7.22 x w-3 1.s ~ :-< w-:\ 
PIO (a) 10 ° 3772 180 4033 264 0 4.09 X 10 -t 2.86 X 10 :! 
(b) 10-6 573 164 633 166 186 9.84 x w-6 1.59 X 10-:1 
to-3 149 18 152 20 21 3.56 X 10- ·l 2.06 x 10- 2 
Table 4.2.3: Res .tits of LIM ( 4,4,2) on problems 11-15 
Problem Code Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
Pn· (a) 10-6 54.0 109 554 112 552 3.11 X 10 3 2.30 x. Hr-1 
(b) 10-ti 1039 107 1043 109 Ill 1.87 x Io-n 1.87 x w-~• 
P12 (a) 10-ti 2080 181 2456 300 2688 8.77 x w- 5 2.64 x w-5 
10-3 448 63 667 102 796 1.80 X 10° l.lS .1( 10° 
(b) 10-ti 3546 807 3561 809 814 1.19 X 10-:i 3.58 x w-.., 
10-3 651 201 744 203 234 1.12 x w-1 2.13 x w- ·~ 
P13 (a) w-ti 22~40 823 23735 1060 24860 4.57 X 1011 2.59 .1( w-' 
10-3 3788 520 5476 607 6976 4.57 X 1011 2.59 .1( u,-' 
(b) 10-ti 77779 3115 78190 3135 3290 4.57 X 1011 2.59 x w-' 
w-·~ 7549 1337 7873 1350 1469 4.57 X 1011 2.5!:;1 / w-' 
P14 (a) 10-ti 152 28 170 37 174 3.96 X 10 I 6.79 ;( 10 .. 
w-3 144 29 213 35 242 7. 76 ;.: 10.1 1.53 ,.- w-' 
(b) 10- h 229 58 235 60 124 7.93 >< 10° 1.04 .· 10-1 
ll)-3 147 46 1- ... II 4~ 116 2.95 y 10 1 3.20 . w-' 
Pl5 (a) 10-t> 6964 ~46 7492 522 7752 2.05 .·: lOIU 4.14 :· 10 "! 
w-·i 1844 157 2162 270 2336 9.37 / 1012 6.53 ..- w-' 
(b) 10_,, 8610 1329 8730 1331 1371 1.37 / 1011 2.1-1 ... w- .: 
w-3 ~249 593 2465 595 eel 1.18 ... wn '..:.73 . 10 ' 
- For Robertson problem. we set error tolerance: rtu! = 10-". and utvl = (10-'' .10- 1''.10-'' ) (see Byrne&..: 
Hindmarch t l~S7) ). 
-
Table 4.2.4: Results of LIM ( 4,4,2) on problems 16-17 
Pro rn Code Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
P16 (a) 10 6 232 53 289 55 316 1.94 ;..: 10_, 1.20 ' 10 1:.! 
10-3 48 12 58 12 54 4.27 X 10-5 3.03 X 10-9 
(b) 10-ti 410 54 413 56 57 2.96 X 10-S 1.87 x w-t:l 
10-3 97 23 103 25 27 3.72 X 10-f• 2.37 X 10-lll 
PI7 (a) 106 1988 95 2349 215 2558 3.18 x 1o--l 2.1s x w-" 
10-3 420 47 669 95 826 1.54 X 10-·z 5.87 X 10-:J 
(b) 10-6 4048 807 4063 809 814 3.84 X 10-ti 1.91 x w-ti 
10-:l 603 190 669 192 214 1.01 X 10-.? 4.68 x 10-a 
Table 4.2.5: Results of LIM (5,5,3) on problems 1-5 
Problem Code Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Ere I 
PI (a) 10 ti 93 17 125 18 212 3.35 X 10 5 2.11 :·' 10-.! 
w-3 58 13 83 D 128 2.11 x w-s 1.29 :.-: w-.! 
(b) 10-ti 69 17 77 19 44 1.83 X 10-5 1.15 /. 10-.! 
10- :l 57 14 61 16 36 8.42 >: 10-·l 3.51 /. 10 - 1 
P2 (a) w-o 198 40 251 40 464 1.27 X 10 5 4.46 A 10 ;-
10- 3 73 16 104 16 170 6.37 X 10-·l 2.24 :< w-~ 
(b) w-o 117 29 121 31 66 1.47 x w- 4 4.95 A 10- t> 
w-3 57 14 61 16 36 1.10 X 10-.! 3.78 ;..: w-·l 
P3 (a) 10- ti 188 39 244 39 450 2.05 X 10-!J 2.os /.. w-!.1 
w-3 98 21 HO 21 2-!2 3.59 x w-!.1 5.62 x w-" 
(b) w-6 15-1 38 158 40 84 2.36 _, w-11 3.68 /. w -ll 
w-3 74 18 78 20 44 2.95 :-. w-•o 4 .61 ,' 10- lu 
P4 (a) 10 ti 73 16 101 16 16-1 3.36 -< w-·~ 2.38 ... 10 ,, 
10 '3 48 11 71 11 10-! 8.98 _.: w-'J 6.-to ..- w- ·-
(b) 10-t' 41 10 45 12 28 1.06 .. · w-·~ 6.66 ' w- :-
w-3 41 10 45 12 28 4.88 ·. w- ' 2.67 Hr ' 
P5 (a) 10-li 98 20 157 20 288 2.08 ·.· 10 ·I 2.09 ,• 1(J l 
10-J 53 12 
_,.. 
12 116 8.97 .· w-·j 8.96 ' 10- ~ '. 
(b) 10_,; 49 12 53 1-1 32 1. 11 w-• 9.97 Hr~ 
10-J 
-n 10 -!5 12 28 5.83 10- ~ 5 .. ?-l . 1 0 - ~ 
Table 4.2.6: Results of LI!\l ( 5,5,3) on problems 7-9 
Problem Code Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
P7 (a) w-6 93 20 125 20 212 2.54 X 10-ti 6.48 Y. 10_,; 
w-3 53 12 77 12 116 1.18 X 10-:; 3.01 ><. w-s 
(b) w-6 60 14 '4 16 36 3.55 X 10-ti 1.06 X 10-5 
w-3 45 11 49 13 30 3.12 X 10-·l 9..!6 X 10-·l 
P8 (a) w-o 323 18 446 27 872 2.47 X 10 ;; 1.93 X 10 t:l 
w-3 73 13 127 15 228 1.98 X 10-l 2.37 x w-t·• 
{b) w-6 237 59 241 61 126 1.24 X 10_,; 1.28 x w- 14 
w-3 87 14 99 16 40 1.48 x w-·2 3.12 x w- 15 
pg (a) to-o 818 68 t26t 122 2604 1.90 X 10-li 4.30 x w- :-
w-3 218 29 4t5 43 876 2.78 X 10° 1.69 X 10° 
(b) to-6 891 t88 93t 190 402 2.87 x to-n 6.34 x w-:-
w-3 480 106 564 108 260 4.76 X 10-'.! 9.85 x 10-:l 
Table 4.2.7: Results of LIM (5,5,3) on problems 12-15 
Problem Code Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
P12 (a) 10 Q 1593 117 2441 230 5088 1.02 :-< 10-.~ 3.06 X 10 '' 
10-3 438 55 878 84 1936 3.46 X 10- 1 1.!6 ;< 10- 1 
(b) 10-6 1771 375 1859 377 800 2.59 x w-t: 7. 71 X 10-':' 
n-:3 974 215 1158 217 528 2.44 x w-• 7.}2 -" 10- ! 
Pl3 (a) 10-ti 20098 589 25635 787 52896 4.57 X 1011 2.59 X 10 I 
10-3 2498 288 4192 386 9760 4.57 X 1011 2.59 ;.' 10- 1 
(b) 10-ti 10954 1390 11374 1395 3014 4.57 -< 1011 2.59 ;.· 10- 1 
10-3 769 164 951 170 45·1 3.38 ·..: 1011 1.98 :-< 10- 1 
P14 (a) 10-ti 163 29 240 33 460 8.64 X 10 l 1.48 / 1o-·; 
10-3 148 20 280 27 588 9.06 / 10.? 1.58 :.~ 1•r~ 
(b) 10-t> 689 158 857 160 406 6.31 ,< 10° 1.06 /' 10- 1 
10-3 297 68 345 70 166 1.39 :-· 10" 9.G2 " 10- 1 
P15 (a) 10 ° 4878 216 6523 359 13332 1.66 .~ 1011 3.4-1 / 10 ~ 
w-3 1643 129 2510 229 5260 4.98 ,• 101.: 2.59 .- 10 1 
(b) 10-o 6058 929 6~9-t 931 1982 9.16 . 10'.1 1.8-1 / 10- l 
10-.1 97 :!2 101 2-1 -') ;:)_ 4.31 . 1011 2.48 ) .i07 
Table 4.2.8: Results of LIM (5,5,3) on problems 16-17 
Problem Code Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
P16 (a) 10 6 183 34 276 35 540 3.73 X 10- 8 2.05 X 10-l:l 
10-3 48 9 77 11 120 1.79 x w-:; 5.8lx l0- 11 
(b) 10-6 252 27 264 29 66 3.09 X 10-S 2.03 X 10- 13 
to-3 84 14 88 16 36 3.44 x to-" 2.29 X 10- IU 
P17 (a) 10-(l 1518 67 2340 181 4872 5.91 x w-t; 3.46 X 10-t; 
to-3 r · .. •t 40 899 76 2000 2.59 X 10-J 9.20 x to-·' 
(b) 10-6 1250 279 1342 281 610 4.90 X 10-·l s.u x w-5 
10-3 324 79 488 82 252 5.59 X 10° 1.32 X 10° 
Table 4.2.9: Results of FIM codes on problems 1-5 
Problem Code Order To1 Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje N1u Eabs Erel 
Pl (c) (5,5,3) 10 ti 71 17 154 19 44 3.95 x w-~ 2.45 X 10 ti 
w-3 61 15 134 17 40 6.85 x w-5 4.67 x w-:! 
( 4,4,2) 10-6 46 15 94 17 18 2.73 X 10-S 1.84 X 10-a 
10-3 43 14 88 16 17 3.70 x to-7 2.44 X 10-~ 
P2 (c) (5,5,3) 10 6 144 29 292 31 66 2.41 X 10 7 8.28 X 10 !.1 
10-3 66 16 136 18 40 1.71 X 10-·l 5.21 X 10-t; 
( 4,4,2) w-6 179 33 366 35 37 9.07 x w-• 3.15 X 10-8 
w-3 56 18 114 20 21 5.05 X 10-·l 1.10 x w-" 
P3 (c) (5,5,3) 10 ti 172 40 176 42 88 1.78 X 10 12 2.68 X 10 I:.! 
w-3 81 20 85 22 48 3.09 x w-u 4.81 x w-l:! 
( 4,4,2) w-::: 70 23 142 25 26 2.95 x w-s 3.89 X 10-!J 
Io-<> 184 46 376 48 50 4.23 X 10-IO 6.62 '/ 10-I!J 
P4 (c) (5,5,3) w-6 41 10 86 12 28 4.24 X 10 1:1 2. 77 X 10 8 
10-3 41 10 86 12 28 9.24 X 10-S 5.07 / w- 5 
(4,4.2) 10-6 34 11 70 13 14 1.37 X 10-7 9.22 / 10_., 
10-3 31 10 64 12 13 8.24 X 10-5 4.93 ·"' 10 - ~ 
P5 (c) ( 5,5,3) lf) 6 86 21 216 23 60 3.21 X 10 t; 2.65 / 10 ,, 
10-3 85 21 222 25 74 2.44 X 10-l 3.15 / w- 1 
( 4,4.2) 10-6 86 ')-
-0 216 ')--1 35 5.93 x 10-·· 5.20 / 10-•, 
10-3 34 11 76 13 15 1.95 :• 10-.! 1.92 ... w-.! 
Table 4.2.10: Results of FIM codes on problems 6-10 
Problem Code Order Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
P6 (c) (4,4,2) 10-6 291 83 614 85 91 2.90 x w-ei 2.39 )\ w-s 
10-3 56 18 114 2(. 21 1.34 X 10-:1 1.08 : .... w-ti 
P7 (c) (5,5,3) 10-6 61 14 126 16 36 1.15 X 10-s 2.93 X 10-S 
10-3 45 11 94 13 30 7.87 x w-~· 2.16 X 10_;, 
( 4,4,2) 10-6 56 15 114 17 18 3.31 X 10-s 8.48 x w-~~ 
10-~1 37 12 76 14 15 2.5£ x w- 5 7.99 x w-" 
P8 (c) {5,5,3) 10 ° 178 43 360 45 94 4.98 X 10 7 5.67 X 10-lti 
10-3 88 14 196 16 40 2.40 x w-3 0.0 
( 4,4,2) 10-ti 266 88 534 90 91 2.67 X 10-7 8.51 X 10-lti 
10-3 82 18 178 20 23 6.32 X 10-3 4.19 x w- 11' 
pg (c) (5,5,3) 10-6 776 174 1636 176 376 1.71 X 10-G 3.79 xl0- 7 
10-3 337 82 902 84 228 9.94 x w--l 2.11 x w--• 
( 4,4,2) 1u-6 1041 276 2108 278 283 1.01 x lo-s 2.23 X 10-t) 
10-3 309 92 770 94 120 1.58 x w-1 3.44 x w-3 
P10 (c) ( 4,4,2) 10 ti 1589 345 3186 347 349 1.61 x w-7 8.47 X 10 ti 
10-3 142 18 286 20 21 2.79 X 10-:J 4.29 x w-• 
Table 4.2.11: Results of FIM codes on problems 11-15 
Problem Code Order Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
pu· (c) {4,4,2) w-6 486 106 980 108 110 8.92 x w-7 8. 74 x w-7 
w-3 149 48 300 50 51 1.30 x w-3 1.13 x w-~ 
P12 (c) {5,5,3) 10 6 1537 343 3214 345 728 1.60 X 10 ti 4.61 X 10-7 
w-3 627 153 1642 155 410 2.83 X 10-3 7.39 X 10-·l 
(4,4,2) w-6 2083 567 4204 569 576 1.31 x w-5 3.92 X 10-ti 
10-3 608 183 1524 185 237 1.40 x w-:.~ 3.98 X 10-~ 
P13 {c) {5,5,3) 10 b 8126 1126 17224 1130 2514 4.57 x to•• 2.59 X 10 I 
10-3 2441 506 5798 511 1266 4.57 X 1011 2.59 x w-• 
(4,4,2) 10-6 15932 2023 32580 2025 2145 4.57 x to•• 2.59 X 10-l 
w-3 3160 719 6970 723 834 4.57 X 1011 2.59 x w- ' 
P14 (c) (5,5,3) w-ti 221 49 470 51 112 s.12 x w-:.! 8.01 x w--: 
10-3 150 36 352 38 92 3.12 X 10] 5.15 x w-! 
(4,4,2) w-ti 148 41 352 43 53 1.22 X 10° 1.ss /. w-s 
w-3 87 28 194 30 34 4.55 X 102 4.11 / w-:$ 
P15 (c) (5,5,3) w-o 6739 978 13802 980 2044 1.90 X 108 3.37 / 10 :; 
w-3 2364 531 5348 533 1224 4.48 X 10HJ 7.81 / 10-'j 
(4,4,2) 10-tl 9085 1465 18466 1467 1517 1.90 /. lOs 3.35 / w- :; 
w-3 2523 648 5564 650 737 8.i4 X 1011 1.29 ... to-• 
·For Robertson problem. we set error tolerance: rtul = w-b. atol = {lo-o.I0- 10.10-1' ) and rt ul = 10--~ , 
atvl = (10-3 .10-7.10-3 ) respectively. 
r.; 
Table 4.2.12: Results of FIM codes on problems 16- 17 
Problem Code Order Tol Nstep Nsc Nfe Nje Nlu Eabs Erel 
Pl6 (c) (5,5,3) 10-6 199 11 402 13 30 7.26 x 10-10 5.33 X 10- 15 
w-3 69 11 142 13 30 5.93 X 10-7 4.24 X 10-l:.? 
( 4,4,2) 10-6 246 24 494 26 27 2.63 X 10-!J 1.79 X 10- l-1 
10-3 64 12 130 14 15 2.22 x to-o 2.47 X 10-ll 
P17 (c) (5,5,3) 10-6 1281 294 2614 296 608 1.42 X 10 -; 4.25 X 10-!l 
w-3 553 137 1478 139 374 3.23 X 10-·l 3.49 X 10-ti 
( 4,4,2) ro-o 1823 543 3690 545 553 9.59 X 10-7 5.68 X 10-7 
w-3 562 167 1480 169 229 1.40 X 10-3 1. -~ 1 X 10-·l 
lll·l 
4.3 Discussions on nun1erical test 
In this section, we group the results obtained in section 4.2 to hring lht· data iut.u 
a more accessible form, such that the comparison between cndes lwrnmt•s t•asit·r. 
Since the numbers of function and .Jacobian evaluation are g<>ncrally consirlen·d t.o 
be most important factor for a integration method, we focus on them. 
Comparisnn between the fourth and lhr fifth ordrr t·otfr.o;: Table 4.:l l:l shuws {5,r,,:q 
codes are more efficient than the (4,4,2) codes on most problems. However, the 
{ 4,4,2) codes are more robust, which work on all 17 test problems wherC'as t.hc 
(5,5,3) codes failed to solve problems 6, 10, 11. We believe the reason for ( 5 ,fi , :~) 
codes' failing is due to the larger error constant in higher order methods, a111l th<' 
t:.1ree problems are poorly scaled. 
C:ompnri .. wn bf'ltt•rrn /In FIM llllli LIM t•odrs: For predictor-corrector codes, we rd t•r 
to Lambert {1991, p.l04), where the mode fJ( /~( .'} 14 e'-' is discussed for positive 
integer JL and t = 0 or 1. But we only implement the mode PECE which has two 
function evaluations at each step. The FIM code (c) is always more a.ccumle than 
the LIM codes (a), (b) at the expense by one more function evaluation e<tch step. 
If we only evaluate the function once at each step, i.e., in PEC scheme, then the 
accuracy will be similar for code (a), (b), (c) . 
(.'omparison rxamplrs for V(.'M, HfJF awl lf.a.dtw .5 ('(Jrlf ·.~: We do not compare VCM 
methods with other common methods such as BDF and Rungc-Kutta methods sys-
tematically. However, we compute two problems by VCM5 , IMSL and H.adauf>. 
VCMS is the fifth order predictor-corrector code, in which the predictor is LIM 
(6,5,3) and the correct is FIM (5,5,3), the coefficients of hoth satisfy the mndi-
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tion (2.4.:3)-(2.4.4), the implementation is same as code (c) . IMSL is the subroutine 
divpag in IMSL Fortran library based on BDF methods and Radau5 is the code 
clcvdopped by Hairer & Wanner (1991, p.547). We present in table 4.3.14-4.3.15 
mmparative data only for function calls, Jacobian evaluation calls and number of 
steps for given accuracy tolerances. Comparison of CPU times with well established 
codes would •~ ~ inappropriate at this time since these codes are finely tuned and our 
codes are still in early stages of development. 
11o.o;:;i1Jlt · illlfJI'Otlt'lllt'lll:;: In order to develop VCM methods as a practical pack-
age, it is important to vary their order as well as stepsize so that we can take 
iulvantages of both the high order methods' efficiency and the lower order methods' 
robustness. This is the strategy used in variable-order variable-step BDF methods. 
Another possible improvement is adopting the idea in Enright {1978), factoring 
( CJ + 11• 1/) = L 11 L -t, where II is upper Hessenberg and L is unit low triangular. 
The decomposition of each remaining matrices only needs 11 additions noting the 
relation 
One half of LU-decompositions for (5,5,3} codes in section 4.2 can be eliminated if 
we adopt this strategy. 
The test results indicate that the VCM codes work well on stiff problems. This 
confirms our stability and convergence analysis in the preceding two chapters. 
Table 4.3.13: Comparison for problems 1-17 
LIM {4,4,2) LIM (5,5,3) FIM 
-Problem (a) (b) (a) (b) (4,4,2) (5,5,3) 
Pl (74, 18) ( 49,17) (125, 18) (77,19) (94, 17) ( 154, 19) 
P2 ( 198, 43) ( 460, 33) (251, 40) (121, 31) (366, 35) (292, 31) 
P3 (203,48) (168, 49) (244, 39) {158, 40) (142, 25) (176, 42) 
P4 (62, 15) (35, 12) (101, 16) (45, 12) {70, 13) (86, 12) 
P5 (130, 24) (122, 35) (157, 20) (53, 14) (216, 27) {216,23) 
P6 {225, 31) (647, 169) (614, 85) 
P7 {94, 22) (53, 17) (125, 20) (64, 16) {114, 17) {126, 16) 
P8 (394, 26) {883, 84) ( 446, 27) (241, 61) (534, 90) (360, 45) 
P9 {1229, 152) ( 1772, 402) (1261, 122) (931, 190) (2108, 278) (1636, 176) 
P10 (4033, 264) (633, 166) (3186, 347) 
Pll (554, 112) (1045, 109) (980, 108) 
Pl2 (2456, 300) (3561, 809) {2441, 230) ( 1859! 377) ( 4204, 569) (3214, 345) 
Pl3 (23735, 1060) (78190, 3135) (25635, 787) (11374, 1395) (32580, 2025) ( 17224, 1130) 
P1-1 (170,3i) {235, 60) (240, 33) (85i, 160) (352, 43) ( 470, 51) 
PIS (7492, 522) (8730, 1331) (6523, 359) (6294, 931) (18466, 1467) ( 13802, 980) 
Pl6 (289, 55) (413, 56) (276, 35) (264, 29) (494, 26) (402, 13) 
P17 (23-19. 215) ( -1063. 809) (23-!0. 181) {13-12. 281) (3690, 545) (2614, 296) 




Table 4.3.14: Comparison results for problem 12 
Method To! Nstep Nfe NJe Eabs 
VCM5 10-.i 1168 2922 222 6.76 x w-•; 
to-•i 1450 3356 274 2.40 x to-•  
10-i 1837 3890 339 2.11 x w-i 
IMSL 10-li 1648 2768 l!:Jl 1.23 x w--~ 
10-j 2236 3563 207 5.54 x w-•i 
10-11 3184 4725 264 1.44 X 10-i 
RADAU5 10-.'i 581 4433 434 7.54 x w-• 
10-li 968 6691 587 1.22 x Io-• 
10-i 1694 10809 760 4.80 X 10-1! 
Table 4.3.15: Comparison results for problem 17 
Method Tol Nstep Nfe NJe Eabs 
VCM5 to-~ 1042 2530 200 2.29 x w-ti 
10-(i 1175 2636 220 6.34 X 10-i 
Io- 7 1501 3088 275 8.30 X 10-ll 
IMSL 10-li 1299 1923 160 1.00 X 10- 5 
ro-' 1811 2615 181 9.44 X 10-i 
10-11 2576 3511 207 1.68 X 10-i 
RADAU5 10-'' 476 3473 294 1.20 X 10-H 
10-" 834 5451 377 1.02 X 10- 8 
10-i 1475 9168 475 6.23 X 10- 9 
lllH 
Sun1n1ary 
By introducing a set of simplifying conditions, we construd.ed tht' l'<l!tl.radivt• 
function of VCM methods as the Pade approximants of t.he exponl'ntial fundion 
exp(:). To determine the coefficient&, we first separate the order conclit.ion t.u t.hrt•e 
parts, one of the three parts can be satisfied because the relations lwt.wt•t•u t.lw 
coefficients. For the remain two parts, transfer them to a linear syst~.~m hy indt>x 
change. Through elemantary matrix operation, we expressed the cneflicit>11l. m ;tl.rix 
of the linear system in the powers of a Vandomonc matrix. So we can 1h•lt•rmine <til 
the coefficients of a specific method by solving a linear system. 
The convergence properties of VCM methods are important since the stability 
properties based on the linear test equation can not guantce conv('rgcncc for V< :M 
methods on nonlinear problems. By using the contractive function and tltt• rt!CIIfsirlll 
relations of the solution, we showed the stiff-independent convcrgerH:c for VCM 
methods on general nonlinear dissipative problems. By selecting the mai11 part 11f 
the Jacobian, we proved the convergence being independent of the pt!rturhation 
parameter for singular perturbation problems. 
The numerical test results on a set of test problems indicate that the VCM mtlt!s 
work well on stiff problems. This confirms our stability and convergence analysis in 
this monograph. 
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Appendix: coefficients of several 
VCM methods 
We list here the coefficients of the linearly implicit VCM methods. For fixed 
slcpsizc, the list is from order 3 to 6, for variable stepsize, we only list the fourth 
order VCM method. The free parameters 0', rJ, ~, can, in specific instances, be 
chosen so as to minimize the truncation errors according to theorem 2.4.1 or 2.4.3. 
Table A.l: Coefficients of {3,3,2) algorithm 
(0) 
tt 0 = 0 
II) r, 
tlu = fi 
(:.!) I 
llu = :i + n 
'(") - ;, 
lo - ~ ·~ 
I (I) I lo = 7i + f\' 
(l~ll) .::: -1 
(l (l) ==.ill 
'l t·~ 
(/~'l) = (1 
b(O) - ·n 
'2 - 1:.! 
b~l) = ()' 
11\fJ) = 1 
(/~}1) = _! 
. :1 
('2) I 
ll :l = 6 
Table A.2: Coefficients of ( 4,4,2) algorithm 
(II) 
110 = 0 
1
(1) _ :1 
(II - -~ 
(~) I 
lln =-li-n 
[J(O) - _ !,! 
0 - ~ 
I (I) I 'o = -ii - n 
(ll) 
a 1 = 0 
(I)_ :17 
Ill - J ·l 
( '~) r. 
a 1 = l:l + 3o 
I (Ul _ :\7 ll - '2·1 
b\1) = ~ + 3o 
(IJl 
ll:J' I = -1 
(I) ·13 
11 :1 ::: :r.i 
a\'2) ::: - 11'2 + n 
1)(0) - ;,:; 
:l - '14 
b,;l):::()' 
I I t1 
Table A.3: Coefficients of (5,5,3) algorithm 
;==:;:;:;:::=======;:;;::========~=======::;::.::(lif-=..'7..:::::=.:::.:..-:=.=...-:-ll~0) = 0 ll~ll) = 0 1/.~ll) == 0 11:1 = (l 
l ( 1 ) 'J,'i 1 
I II = i~U 
a\1:.!) = -E- 4n 'H 
II \
01 
== - 1 ~~ ~." 1 - I 
I ( I) _ I II! I II'. (.
1
1) ~---=1:1~7--- ·---
I ·.1 - :11 1 :u;u 
(I) 14>1 :1 (I) 'I 
II I :::: - ·•u II '• - - - ..J_ .. ·--- . 
- _ _ 11)___ --
Ill<!)== l ·t:l -1- 611 11 .·1 ~--:. -- !'~.! --- •ln •'/. t>ll 'lt;\1 
('l) I (-.!) I 
"·' = -lo + n tt r, -- ., r-~.-~---------~~----------------~~~~~------,r~:l).-~.u _____ __ _ a~3 ) =To- d- 31 a\:11 = -1 + :id + 81 11.~: 1) == ~ - :lt1- 6·1 11:1 - ,11 
fl \:I) ::;:: ·1 II ~: 1) - - J_ 
t-,,(-r.'u""')-=-.J-,,-I-------1....,.(t""J)-----~-;:-I;'-------1....,,(,:..,o.,--)_--ll-l!-l ------- ----(hi ;·~,\;- --- ·--uo i~ll 't = - : !till ';. - :so h, - - :u;o 
/(0)-.!.!.!.!.!..! 1- ,~--~----------~------------- -'~t~----u•l,u_ ______ __ (I) 11n __ .~:~_ 4 ,.., (,, --;-rn n,---h0 == ~ + n 11 = l.·l , • h'.! = 1,;!;' + 6rr 11:1 - - :u:o --- lln 
tN, == n 
('.!) I , 
"ll = iU - 3 - 3"f (r,--.. -------- -It:, -- d 
I (o) a{J = 0 
a~IJ- -~ 
0 - 288 
('!\ ~q a'''=-~- a 0 2-to 
u~11 = - ~: + ;3 + 4; 
b~O)- -~ 
0 - 288 
b1' 1 =- ';'!i -0 0 2·10 
bF1 = _.1.. + d + 4~, 
" 6 0 
Table A.4: Coefficients of ( 6.6,3) algorithm 
(!~0) = 0 
a1°1 = 0 
lll 95!i a, = 480 
(I) _ ~ti·ll 
a., - - -tao 
,(2) - 112'7 
fl 1 - 720 + 5n 
a~21 = -f:JM- 5o 
aP1 = !~ - 43- 15~, 
a~31 = a 
b(O} _ 9S9 
I - -180 
I (u} 'ltl-tl '-1 = - ::iAA 
b( II = .!.!1I + 5n 1 1'.!0 
/ (1) l·I!J 5 '-t = -liffi- (\ 
b121 = li - 43- 15-, 
I ·10 
b('l) - ·j 
·I -. 
, (II 3ti-l!.l 
<l2 =- ·ISO 
a~'l = :Ja57 
<> I.J.JQ 
a~'2) = -211 - 10o 
.! so (:!) 1 
as = -lil + o 
(1~31 = - ~:{ + 63 + 20; 
(3) I 
as = -1-ifi + i 
bll ) - - :.!:11 - 1 0 \ -~ - 80 ( 
b~l) = (\ 
.. 
b~21 = - ~:: + 6 .:1 + 20; 
b(:!)- ~ S - I 
((~ = 0 
(U) 
lit:) = 1 
(II _ -W~II 
<lJ - 720 
('
(!} __ ! 
t) - ) 
).!l =ill+ lOu 
3 -IS ( 2 1 I 
ati = 1n 
u~31 = t - 4j - 10; 
(3) I 
at> = - l '!lt 
/(U} _ -W~I 




Table A.S: Coefficients of variable stepsize ( 4,4,2) algorithm, 11 = 1 
(/~0) = 0 atOJ - 0 (01 (U) - 1 l I - a ! = 0 tl :\ -(II) 
a. = . ·t 
(I ) 
-
_ r{:.!±r )· ( I ) r( IS+ ltir+:lr • ) ( I ) r(Jto+211r+'l r~ I ( I ! 
_ l + 
( l+ r )(ti+·l r±r" ) llu - a, = (/ :! - - (LJ -:.!·1 .:!·1 '.!·1 2 :.!·1 ( I) 
-
I 
u., - I 
(:.!)_ 3rtr2t '.!·h {:!) ·l r +r2 t:lt;,, (.!) 5r+ r~ + 7 2 ~._ (:!) 
= _ ..l.+o 110 - - u , = u. = - U·~ 
.!.J \:.! "...!~ 1:.! 
( .! 1 
a ., ::: ·/, 
b(lll _ ""('.!tr).! I (IJ J r ( I S+ W r + :lr· l biU I r ( 3ti-r.!IJ r+3r•) f l UI 
-
l·l+rlt••+ lrtr· l 
- ' I - - - '.s l} '!·I .?·1 :!-I 2-1 l (ll) 1_, = 0 I 
f (II :l "+"~ + :.! ·L' l (l) - -t r+ r 2 +:~ri., (II 
-
:)r-r- r 2 + 7.:! ., 1,1, = n l 'u = )I - /.! - - )3 
.!-I 1.! .!·I I [ ( II = 0 II 
' 
r.; 
Table A.6: Coefficients of variable stepsize ( 4,4,2) algorithm, It = 2 
,~Ill - 0 ao - (01 (ll = 0 (0) (l:.! = 0 .~0)- 1 a3 --
(U) 
a., = 1 
, (I) _ _ r• ( 10+ I 7r) (l~ll = r-I:.!U+J7r) (l~ll = _ I :.!±:lOr+ I 7r2 ll(l) = _.! + l~± ·.!~r+l!ir.! 
<lo - 2·1(2+r) l:.!(l+rl 2 ·1 3 :.! S+l:.!r+-l r~ 
( I) 1 
tl.J = -:-; 
(l~'l) =- r(l+3r+ 12o+ 12ru) ll~2) = r(2+:!r+2-tn + 12r,, ~l) ( I+rl(r+Sa+·lrc• J!l 1 a 2 =- s (13 = -- + (\ 2·1 12 1:.! (:.!) I 
a., = _:r:, 
b(U) __ r'( IU+I 7r) b~U) = r~(:!U+I7r) [,~U) =- 12i:JUr± I 7r2 b~IO) = 12+'2Sr±l:.r! 0 - :.!·1(2+r) 12(1+r) 2·1 S+ l.!r+ ·lr~ 
b.1,111 = 0 
b(l) ·- - r( I +:Jr+ I :.!•• +I :!re>) bPI_ r(:.!+3r+2·1" + l:.!r , , ) b( 11 __ ~I +r)(r+t!c•+·lr••) b~l) = (\ 0 - 2·1 I - 12 2 - 8 
tN' = o 
Table A.7: Coefficients of variable stepsize (4,4,2) algorithm, u = 3 
(O J 0 
llu = 1 1~01 = 0 (l ~U) = 0 a~U)=-1 
a (U ) 
-t = 1 
Ill ~•rJ ll ~ I) = 10±27 r , (I ) _ ll;+·t:lr a (I) I ·h i± li !Jr llo = - a:! = = - :! + ·l ±l'.!r+Sr~ 2·1 L!+l:!r 3 ~ -l ±·l l'> r 




(.!) r• (l+6.~) (:.! ) I + ·lrt I :!.o t :.!·l r" (:!) I t5rt:!4 .:o t-18r .~ f l ) 
=_II:!+ 0 





/(0) ~t rJ l ( ll ) lOt.! ';"r /J~U ) = _l ti± ·l3r b (O) 
= 
-W + I l!.tr 
'o - - 4±1~r+Sr' '• 
-
:.!4 l :.! tl:! r '} 2-lt·ISr 
b(O) 
= 0 4 
b~l) = 
-
r· p +t>.d btl ) 
-
1+4r +l .! .• +.!4 r :• b\1) 
-
-
1+5r + .!4 ··±4 Sr u b(l ) 
= o 3( 1tr) I - 1:.! - IHI:!r 3 
b( l } 
·I = 0 
11.5 
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